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Sanskrit Maxims and Proverbs Nyayavali

nhயாயாவ:

1। அnhத⁴பŋh³nhயாய:
The maxim of the blind and the lame.

A lame man sits on the shoulders of a blind man, the former guiding the

latter.

This maxim is used to show the interdependence amongst men and the good that

might result from cooperation and union.

2। அnhத⁴த³rhபணnhயாய:
The maxim of the blind man and his mirror.

It is used in case of persons who possess things which can be of no use to

them.

3। அnhத⁴க³ஜnhயாய:
The maxim of the blind men and the elephant.

Certain blind men approached a tame and docile elephant in order to get an idea

of the creature. One felt his trunk, one his legs, one his tail, and so on. The

first man n he who had felt the elephant’s trunk n described him as a fat

serpent; the second man, who had felt the legs, as four pillars; the third man,

the one who has passed his hands on the tail only, as a piece of stout rope,

tapering gradually and having loose fibres at the end; and so on. They began to

quarrel with one another over the description of the elephant, each considering

his own to be correct.

This maxim is used in cases where an imperfect, partial or one-sided view of a

thing is taken.

4। அnhத⁴சடகnhயாய:
The maxim of the blind man catching a sparrow.

This maxim is used where an unexpected and accidental happenings or
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nhயாயாவ:

coincidences are ascribed to divine agency.

5। அத³kh³த⁴த³ஹந nhயாய:
The maxim of burning the burnt.

Fire doesn’t burn a thoroughly burnt object.

This maxim is used in cases where a person attempts an impossible or a

fruitless task.

6। அரNhயேராத³நnhயாய:
The maxim of crying in the wilderness.

This maxim is used in cases where a man seeks help and support from a quarter

from which they are not likely to come.

7। அnhத⁴பரmhபராnhயாய:
The maxim of the blind following the blind.

It is used in those cases where people blindly, thoughtlessly, or rashly follow

others, not caring to see whether their doing so would not be a dangerous leap

in the dark.

8। அபnhதா²நmh  க³chச²nhததி nhயாய:
The maxim of a person going wrong.

A person ought to abandon one going in the ways of wickedness even if one be

his dearest brother.

9। அnhத⁴ேகா³லாŋh³லnhயாய:
The maxim of the blind man and the bull’s tail.

This maxim is based on the following anecdote: Once upon a time a certain blind

man started from his native village, intending to go to a neighbouring big

city. He had not plodded on far, when he met a barber, fond of practical jokes.

The latter accosted the former and learnt from him, that he, the blind man, was

travelling to town, where, he thought, plenty of alms was to be had for the

mere asking. The barber, finding a sure victim of his jokes, told the blind man

that he would find him a guide. He thereupon took him to a field, where a

bullock was grazing, and let him catch his tail. He then said to him: ᳚My

friend, here is a sure guide for you. Don’t leave him whatever happens, and in
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spite of all that wicked people might say to do you a mischief.᳚ The blind man

soon reached not the town, but the heart of a n thorny bush!

This maxim is applied to cases where a man places his trust on an object not

worthy of trust.

10। அrhதrhதிnhயாய:
The maxim of the image form of the Formless.

As God is omnipresent, He may be worsipped in any object. The true devotee,

though believing God to be formless, in order to gratify the cravings of his

heart for an image, makes one in a pitha and worships Him in the image.

Ignorant men say that he is worshipping an external material object.

The maxim is applied to a man who makes a remark on a profound subject which he

doesn’t understand in the least, thus displaying his utter ignorance.

11। அrhத⁴ஜரதாnhயாய:
The maxim of the two opposites staying in a single substance.

This maxim is applied in cases where the impossibility of two opposite

attributes combined in a single individual at the same time is to prove such as

youth and old age can not stay at the same time in a single man or woman.

12। அrhத⁴ைவஶஸnhயாய:
The maxim of cutting up half an animal.

A man cuts off the head, the torax, the wings and the lower limbs of a hen,

leaving the abdomen intact with the hope that she might lay the eggs that are

in her.

This maxim is used in cases where an absurd, ridiculous, foolish or

unreasonable act is done.

13। அப⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of living on water alone.

If it is said that Rama lives on water only, it is to be inferred that, having

water, He does not take any food or drink.

This maxim is used in those cases where by the use of particular attributes to
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an object, its generic attributes are negatived.

14। அnhேத ரNhடா³விவாஹேசதா³தா³ேவவ ஸ ேதா ந இதி nhயாய:
The maxim of marrying a widow.

If a widow is to be married at all, why not before she becomes corrupt?

This maxim is used in those cases where an act is done after the proper time

for its performance is passed.

15। அேஶாகவநிகாnhயாய:
The maxim of the grove of Ashoka trees.

Ravana kept Sita in the garden of Ashoka trees, when he could keep her in any

other garden.

This maxim is used in those cases where a man finds several ways of doing a

thing, any one of them being as good as another, and the preference of any

particular one cannot be accounted for.

16। அமேலாShடnhயாய:
The maxim of the stone and clod of earth.

A clod of earth may be considered to be hard as compared with cotton, but is

soft as compared with a stone. So a person may be considered to be very

important when compared with his inferiors, but sinks into insignificance when

compared with his betters.

This maxim is used to denote the relative importance of two things.

17। அவதக³rhப⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of conception of a female mule.

It is said that a female mule never conceives, or if she is ever made to, she

dies.

This maxim is used in connection with anything which has no existence.

18। அ⁴khைகவrhதnhயாய:
The maxim of Ahibhuk and the boatman.

A man named Ahibhuk, intending to cross a broad river, boarded a boat in which

there was a large number of persons. Now the man thought within himself, there
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are so many persons in the boat that it would be no wonder if I lose myself and

be transferred and changed to one of them.᳚ In order to avert such a calamity,

Ahibhuk, bound his foot with a piece of rope to keep a mark upon himself, and

then feeling easy in his mind, fell fast asleep. The boatman chanced to

overhear the man’s loud soliloquy, and saw his queer manoeuvres; and soon

finding the man snoring stentoriously, he untied the rope from the man’s feet

and fastened to his own. Ahibhuk on waking exclaimed, Alas! I am changed to a

boatman!᳚

The maxim is used to show a man’s idiocy.

19। அநிrhlhவயநீnhயாய:
The maxim of the cast off slough of a serpent.

The meaning of this maxim is: Just as a serpent, after it has cast off its

slough, does no longer regard the same as a part of itself, so a man, on

acquiring vidya or true knowledge, regards his self as distinct from his

body.

20। அNhட³லnhயாய:
The maxim of the coils of a snake.

Just as the coils of a venomous serpent are natural to it so are the crooked

ways to a wicked man.

This maxim is used to denote the natural propensities and impulses of a man.

21। அnhத⁴கவrhதகீயnhயாய:
The maxim of the man clapping his hands and the sparrow.

It is unthinkable that a sparrow will perch on the hands of a person clapping.

This maxim is used to denote impossibility.

22। அஜாkh’பணகnhயாய:
The maxim of the goat and the naked sword.

A goat was scratching its neck at the sharp edge of a naked sword and cut it.

One should not meddle with dangerous things.

23। அkh³nhயாநயநnhயாய:
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The maxim of asking to bring fire.

When a person is asked to bring some fire, it is implied that he is to bring it

in a pot or vessel.

This maxim is used in those cases where anything is not explicitly expressed,

but implied.

24। அnhயth³iµkhதமnhயth³வாnhததி nhயாய:
The maxim of eating one thing and vomiting something else.

This maxim is used in cases where the answer to a question does not touch the

question at all.

25। அnhத⁴shையவாnhத⁴லkh³நshையதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the association with the blind.

What shall it profit a man if he associates with men of little knowledge? A man

should always keep the company of persons, superior to him in learning, wisdom,

and good qualities.

26। அrhத⁴thயஜதிபNh³ைததி nhயாய:
The maxim of saving one half.

When a man is likely to lose all, he ought to sacrifice one half in order to

save the other half.

27। அlhபshய ேஹேதாrhப³ஹுஹாchச²nhநிதி nhயாய:
The maxim of a person sacrificing much in order to gain a trifle.

What sacrifices does not a man make, what troubles does he not take to win

transient worldly gain? But he is a truly wise man, who seeks That, gives up

his all for That, on obtaining which he obtains everything.

c.f. The English proverb: ᳚penny-wise, pound-foolish.᳚
28। அலேப⁴மthதகnhையதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the passionate Kasini.

The passionate Kasini, failing to secure other means of satisfying her passion

was obliged to satisfy the same on an animal.

This maxim is used to denote the irresistible powers of lust and vile passions,
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and the degradation caused by them.

29। அNhட³khthதnhயாய:
The maxim of the hen and the eggs.

A hen used to lay one egg daily. Its owner thought that he would have all the

eggs that were in her at one time. Accordingly he ripped open the abdomen of

the hen with the result that might be imagined.

This maxim is used in cases where a person becomes a loser on account of

covetousness.

30। அவph◌⁴’thயnhயாய:
The maxim of the horse and its owner.

A man asked an hostler who was attending to a horse, ᳚whose horse is this? ᳚
The hostler replied, ᳚His, whose servant I am.᳚

The man again asked, ᳚whose servant are you, my good man?᳚

The hostler replied readily, ᳚why, his, whose horse this is!᳚
This maxim is applied to a person who argues in a circle, or gives evasive

answers.

31। அஜாதthரநாேமாthகrhதநnhயாய:
The maxim of christening the babe yet unborn.

This maxim is applied to superfluous, foolish, or useless acts of person.

32। அnhேத யா மதி:ஸா க³திதி nhயாய:
The maxim of: As thou thinkest in thy last moments,

so shalt thou be.(c.f Bhagavat Gita,VIII, 5.6.)

King Bharata had a favourite antelope, who used to follow him wherever he went,

and whom the King loved very much. While on death-bed, the dying King’s

thoughts were of his pet antelope. The King in his next birth was born as an

antelope.

33। அபராநchச²யnhயாய:
The maxim of the shadow of the evening.

This maxim is applied in cases where prosperity or intimacy is on a continued
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wax.

34। அஸாரநாமபிப³ஹுநாதி nhயாய:
The maxim of many trifles.

A straw is an insignificant thing of little strength, but when it unites with

others to make a stout rope,it can bind and rold in check even a mad elephant.

Cf. The English proverbs: ?Union is strength ᳚. ?Many a little makes a mickle᳚.

35। அshேநஹதா³பநnhயாய:
The maxim of burning a lamp without oil.

This maxim is used in the following and like senses. A man spends more than he

earns; he builds a structure on a foundation which is weak; he looks more to

show than real worth; he cares for a transient effect instead of

permanency, etc.

36। அகஸபchசி²thரthவnhயாய:
The maxim of dividing and limiting the limitless and All-pervading

Akash (Sky, ether).

The infinite sky cannot be measured, divided, or limited.

This maxim is used in those cases where a person undertakes or attempts an

impossible task; or where one wants to illustrate the infinite, eternal and

all-pervasive character of a category, such as the self.

37। அகஸiµphதிஹநநnhயாய:
The maxim of striking the sky with fists.

This maxim is used to denote an impossible act.

38। அத³வnhேதேசதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the beginning and the end.

If anything has a beginning, it must have an end; and if it has a beginning and

an end, it has a middle also.

39। அசராrhயthவnhயாய:
The maxim of the existence of the Arya race and good conduct.

It is on the practice and Continuance of the Varna and Ashram Dharma, and
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rules of good conduct, that the existence and prosperity of the Arya race

depends.

This maxim is used in those cases where one thing depends upon another for its

very life.

40। அப⁴நகnhயாய:
The maxim of believing in a rumour.

This maxim is used in cases where people believe in false rumours as ghost etc,

and are swayed by the same.

41। ஆmhரவநnhயாய:
The maxim of the mango grove.

In a mango grove, there may be some other trees, but still people call it mango

grove.

This maxim is used to denote the forces of habit, or the effect of a company or

an association, good and bad.

42। ஆrhkh◌⁴’ததிnhயாய:
The maxim of long life and ghee.

Ghee is the cause of long life; for if one regularly takes at meals a little

pure ghee every day, one is healthier for it, and lives to a ripe old age.

This maxim is used to denote the relation of cause and effect.

43। அஸத⁴வேதசலதிth³விேபnhth³ைவதிnhயாய:
The maxim of the elephant and the wind blowing in the month of Ashar (July.)

When the wind blows in the month of Ashara (July) everything around an elephant

appears to him like the sea and so he becomes very exultant, but when the

summer sets in he becomes very dispirited and morose.

This maxim is used in discouraging one in any matter.

44। இுவிகரnhயாய:
The maxim of the modifications of the sugar-cane.

The raw sugar-cane is first pressed and the juice extracted therefrom. The

liquid juice is then boiled, and made into solid gur, which is then refined
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and turned into fine, white crystallised sugar.

This maxim is used to denote gradual progress.

45। இுரஸnhயாய:
The maxim of the juice of sugar-cane.

You cannot extract the juice out of sugar-cane without first crushing it. So in

order to obtain particular results in certain cases, you have to assume a

severe, stern, and unyielding attitude.

46। இஷுேவக³யnhயாய:
The maxim of the ceasing of the impulse of a Discharged arrow.

Just as an arrow discharged from a bow flies on and on, till it pierces the

object aimed at, when it stops, so a worthy man toils day and night, and stops

not, unless and until he obtains his heart’s desire, when he puts his tools

aside and joyfully takes rest.

47। இchேச²shயமநஸமபி⁴vhயாஹேரதிnhயாய:
The maxim of the will to attain an end and the means.

If a man has an earnest and ardent desire to achive anything, the means will

not be wanting.

Cf. The English Saying: ?Where there is a will, there is a way.᳚

48। உபாshயமலாnhயாய:
The maxim of Upasya (object of worship) n and a woman.

As firm belief in one is essentially necessary for a worshipper to attain

success, so unflinching devotion to her husband is equally necessary for an

Aryan woman for the attainment of highest good in life.

This maxim is intended to teach firm faith in one.

49। உthரவthத³mhShThேராரக³nhயாய:
The maxim of a Fangless serpent.

As a serpant deprived of its fang is harmless, so also a wicked man, who has

lost his power, a robber, who has become weak and infirm, or a voluptuous

debauch in his old age, can do no harm to any one.
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The maxim teaches that the evil propensities lose their force with the decline

of physical strenght.

50। உத³கநிமjhஞாநnhயாய:
The maxim of sinking into water.

It is very difficult to find out a thing that has sank into water.

The maxim is used to denote the difficulty to be experienced in attempting a

thing, which is not easy of performance.

51। உShThரகNhடகப⁴ணnhயாய:
The maxim of a camel and a thorny plant.

The camel likes much to eat the thorny leaves and bark of a certain plant

though it has to suffer much pain. It is used to denote that one would be

pleased to follow his own taste however inconvenient or undesirable it may in

reality be.

52। உபநயthரபநயாnhத⁴ேமாrhவிகேராதித⁴rhநதிnhயாய:
The maxim of a thing and its altered condition.

The maxim originates from the fact that a burning fuel when fully burnt down,

and fire is extinguished loses its true nature and is reduced to ashes, and is

used to signify that a thing ceases to be called as such when it is deprived

of its essential properties.

53। உபவாஸாth³வரmhபி⁴ேதி nhயாய:
The maxim of Apat-Dharma (rules of conduct in time of danger).

It is better to beg than to fast.

54। உப⁴யதாபஸரjhஜுதி nhயாய:
The maxim of nets in both sides.

When there are nets on either side, one is sure to get entangled to whichever

direction he may move. It is used to denote the difficulty of situation of a

person when it is injurious for him either to do a thing or to leave it

undone.

55। உShThரல³ட³nhயாய:
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The maxim of a camel and a club.

The camel is beaten by the rod which it carries on its back. So a fool has to

suffer much as the consequence of his foolish conduct.

56। ஊஷரvh’Sh nhயாய:
The maxim of sterility and rain.

The seeds sown in a barren land do not germinate though there may be a copious

rainfall. It is used to denote fruitlessness of efforts in a matter which it is

impossible to perform.

57। ??உமாrhேக³ணth³th◌⁴யைததி nhயாய:
The maxim of easy way of success.

It is not proper to take recourse to a difficult way for doing a thing when it

can be done easily.

58। ஏகvh’nhதக³தப²லth³வயnhயாய:
The maxim of two fruits in one stem.

As two fruits sometimes grow in one stem, so the same word may sometimes be

used in two senses.

59। ஏகஸnhதி⁴thஶேதாऽபரmhphராchயவதிதி nhயாய:
This logical formula is applicable to those cases where one part of argument

breaks down, while the other part holds good. At the same time a whole test of

logical inconsistencies crop up to make the situation untenable.

60। ஏகthரநிநrhதஸரnhரேதா²rhऽnhயthரபிதேத²தி nhயாய:??
Two similar lines of argument when applied to cases of similar character in

different circumstances tend to make for certainty in reasoning.

61। ஏகேத³ஶவிkh’தமநnhயவதி³தி nhயாய:
The maxim of a thing remaining unchanged in form though it may be maimed in part.

A horse continues to be a horse, and is not transformed into an ass, though its

tail may be cut off; or a man does not become a beast though he may lose one of

his fingers.

It is used to denote that external deformity is no indication of any change of
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the true nature of a thing.

62। ஏகாகிநீ phரதிjhஞாnhயாய:
The maxim of promise alone.

Mere words of promise cannot secure success,(action is essentially necessary).

It is used to denote that those who talk much are not men of action.

63। ஏகऽth³தி⁴mhபஹரேதாth³விதீயாபகா⁴ைததி nhயாய:
The maxim of one failure bringing other failures in its train.

In going to remedy one failure, another thing requiring attention is neglected,

and that, too, therefore, ultimately proves to be a failure.

64। ஏகவாkhயதபnhநநதி nhயாய:
The maxim of being one in month and at heart.

It is used in cases where a man has one thing at heart, and expresses quite a

different thing by words.

65। ஏகஸmhஸnhதி⁴த³rhஶநnhயாய:
The maxim of association.

This maxim is used in cases where a thing reminds one of other things with

which it is associated or with which it has some resemblance.

66। ஔபாதி⁴காகாஶேப⁴த³nhயாய:
The maxim of the surnames and the sky.

As the same atmosphere appears to be different, being circumscribed by

different things, so the same class of things becomes different according to

the difference of designations and surnames.

It is used to establish the difference among things.

67। ரmh விஹாயாேராசகkh³ரshதshய ெஸௗவீரசிமiνப⁴வதீதி nhயாய:
The maxim of preferring a sour thing to milk.

There are patients who would not like to take milk, but would long for curd or

some preparation of it.

It is used to denote the vitiated taste of those that have gone astray or that

are addicted to evil practice.
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68। கNhடகnhயாய:
The maxim of thorn.

To draw out a thorn from any part of the body, the help or use of another thorn

is necessary. So wicked means may be adopted for putting down a wicked man.

69। கNhட²சாகரnhயாய:
The maxim of the neck and the necklace.

One day a lady was anxiously engaged in search for her necklace, though in fact

she had it then round her neck. When she enquired of another person about it,

she was asked only to feel her neck.

It is used to denote the useless attempt of a person to obtain a thing from

somewhere else though in fact he is in possession of it, only he is not aware

of it.

70। கNhடா²ப⁴ரணnhயாய:

This sort of reasoning is also held to be logical like the above, but it is

still not free from error.

71। கnhயாவிkhரயிth³விஜnhயாய:
The maxim of a Brahman who accepted money to give his daughter in marriage.

It is sinful on the part of a Brahman, a Kshatriya or a Vaisya, to accept money

as a consideration for giving away his daughter in marriage.

72। கரshத²பி³lhவnhயாய:
The maxim of a Bilwa fruit on the palm of hand.

As a Bilwa fruit may be fully well known on minute examination when it is

placed on the hand, so it is possible for man to acquire a thorough knowledge

of this world as he is always in direct contact with it.

73। கph³’mhதnhயாய:
The maxim of Kari-brinhita (the elephant and its particular sound).

As the word Brinhita is ordinarily taken to mean the sound of an elephant,

altough the word properly means the sound of all animals, so a word though from

its derivation may be applied in various senses, is by usage is restricted to

any particular sense.
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74। காmhshயேபா⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of one eating on a bell-metal plate.

A disciple promised never to take his meal from a bell-metal plate. But his

guru was resolved to break that promise, and so he began to use bell-metal

plates at the dinner time. As it was binding on the part of the disciple to eat

the remainder of the food left by the guru, he could not but break his

promise.

It is used to denote that in cases of mutual relations preference must be given

to him who is higher in position.

75। கேபா²ணி³ட³nhயாய:
The maxim of the elbow and molasses.

It is impossible for one to lick out the molasses which is stuck on his elbow.

It is used in cases where one is called upon to perform an impossible task.

76। காகதாயnhயாய:
The maxim of a crow and the palm fruit.

It takes its origin from the unexpected and sudden fall of a palm fruit upon

the head of a crow (so as to kill it) at the very moment of its sitting on a

branch of that tree.

It is used to denote an unexpected and accidental occurence, whether welcome or

otherwise.

77। காகத³தி⁴கா⁴தகnhயாய:
The maxim of a crow and a vessel of curd.

It has thus come in use: A vessel containing co-agulated milk is placed by a

man in charge of another with a request to protect it carefully from the crow.

Here though the man mentions only crow, he means that it should be properly

taken care of so that it might not be spoiled by any animal whatever.

It is used to denote that the intention of the speaker is to be marked and

given effect to, though his words may not clearly express it.
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78। காகாேகா³லகnhயாய:
The maxim of the crow’s eye ball.

It originates from the supposition that the crow has but one eye, and that it

can move it, as occasion requires, from the socket on one side into that of the

other.

This maxim is applied to a word or phrase which though used only once in a

sentence, may, if occasion requires, serve two purposes.

79। காகத³nhதபாnhயாய:
The maxim of searching after a crow’s teeth.

It is used to denote any useless, unprofitable, or impossible task.

80। கமநேகா³சரthேவநஶph³த³ேபா³ைத⁴வஶph³த³ஸாத⁴நதாnhவையதி nhயாய:
The maxim of Sound with meaning is expressive of mental conditions or states.

This reasoning is applicable only in cases when mental reservation is

practised.

81। காரண³ணphரkhரமnhயாய:
The maxim of properties of cause and effect.

It is used to denote that the properties or qualities belonging to the cause

pass to the effect.

82। காபதிஸபthநீnhயாய:
The maxim of the lewed husband corrupting his wife.

It is used to denote that husbands are responsible (oftentimes) for the

corrupted course of life led by their wives.

83। காrhேயணகாரணஸmhphரthயயnhயாய:
The maxim of effect proving the existence and nature of the cause.

Of. Eng. saying nn A tree is known by the fruit it bears.

84। காரணநாேஶ காrhயநாஶnhயாய:
The maxim of the destruction of the cause results in the destruction of the effect.

The effect cannot exist if the cause giving rise to it ceases to exist.

85। கிமjhஞாநshயகரதி nhயாய:
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The maxim of nothing is impossible on the part of a fool.

A foolish and ignorant man is equal to any task.

86। கீதph◌⁴’ŋhக³nhயாய:
The maxim of a cockroach and a black-bee.

A cockroach was seized and carried away by a black-bee to its nest, kept there

in close confinement, and at last transformed into a black-bee as an effect of

its constant hearing of the buzzing of the bees and being occupied with their

thought. The maxim denotes that mind acts powerfully upon the body.

87। khடth◌⁴வநிnhயாய:
The maxim of crowing of a cock.

The crowing of cocks grows louder and louder by gradual steps. It is used to

denote the gradual course to be followed in the path of improvement, which is

brought about step by step and not by leaps and bounds.

88। mhப⁴தா⁴nhயnhயாய:
The maxim of an earthern jar full of paddy.

It is needless to give in charity to one who is in possesion of a big vessel

full of paddy.

It is used to denote that charity is meant for the poor and needy and not for

those that have sufficient means of subsistence.

Cf.the English proverb: To send coal to New Castle.

89। ஶத³kh³ரஹph³ரமநnhயாய:
The maxim of a usurious Brahman.

The Brahman who lives by means of usury is a sinner, for, thereby he loses the

spiritual power which is the peculiar possesion of a Brahman.

It is used to denote that a man degrades himself by taking recourse to unworthy

or base profession.

90। ஶகஸவலmhப³நnhயாய:
The maxim of catching a straw.

As a ship-wrecked person in making struggles for saving his life, catches hold
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of an even a straw that he comes across (if he cannot get any ting thing more

solid) though quite in vain, so a person in course of a debate, when he fails

to gain his point by a strong argument, takes recourse to a frivolous one, and

thus becomes only a butt of ridicule.

91। பகா²நகnhயாய:
The maxim of digging a well.

The object of the maxim is to denote that as in course of digging a well the

body of the worker becomes soiled with the dust, clay, etc., but these may be

washed off again with the water of that well, so the sins committed by one at

first may be removed by the merits of the virtous acts done by him afterwards.

92। பnhயாய:
The maxim of a well.

There is water in the well, but it cannot be obtained without the help of a jar

and a rope, so the Shastras are store-houses of knowledge no doubt, but they

are inaccessible to those that are ignorant.

93। பயnhthரக⁴காnhயாய:
The maxim of the buckets attached to the water-wheel.

It takes its origin from the fact that while some of the buckets filled with

water go up, some are emptied of their contents, while others go down quite

empty.

It is used to denote the various vicissitudes of worldly existence.

94। பமNh³கnhயாய:
The maxim of a frog in a well.

The maxim is supposed to originate thus: One day a sea frog came upon the

shore.Proceeding onwards for a time it came at last to a well and accidentally

fell into it. There lived a frog in that well, on seeing the stranger it came

up and held the following conversation:n

The second frog: ᳚Where do you come from? ᳚
first:᳚I came from the sea I live in. ᳚
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second: ᳚How big is a sea?᳚

first: ᳚Very big.᳚
second: ᳚As big as my thigh.᳚
first: ᳚Bigger than that. ᳚
second: ᳚As big as my both the thighs together. ᳚
first: ᳚Bigger still.
second: ᳚Certainly not bigger than this well?᳚
first: ᳚The sea is, my friend, much bigger than this well. It is a vast

expanse of water, and appears to have no limit. ᳚
Hearing this the frog in the well laughed at the sea frog, and said that it was

a lie. There could not be anything bigger than this well.

It is used to denote that a man of limited ideas, having experience only of his

own neighbourhood cannot make himself believe that there can be anything better

than what he himself knows.

95। rhமாŋhக³nhயாய:
The maxim of the movement of the limbs of a tortoise.

It originates from the fact that a tortoise projects its limbs, i.e., its

legs and neck, when it has to serve any purpose, and again it draws them in,

when that purpose is served, or any danger is apprehended.

It is used to denote that a sensible person will like a tortoise make an

exhibition of his power only when there is an opportunity or necessity for it.

96। kh’thவாசிnhதாnhயாய:
The maxim of doing an act after due consideration.

A sensible man will think twice before he undertakes to do anything. But to do

something in hot haste and then to consider the propriety or otherwise about

it, is the sign of foolishness.

97। ைகiµதிகnhயாய:
The maxim of ?how much more ᳚.
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This maxim is applied to cases where it is unnecessary to do any labour, if the

object may be gained without any labour whatsoever.

98। ேகாஶபநnhயாய:
The maxim of drinking water.

It thus originates that a man guilty of theft or some such crime is given to

drink a quantity of water sanctified by means of mantra. If in the course of

a fortnight he gets no attack of any disease that would go to prove his

innocence, but if he becomes unwell any way, that would go to show that he is

guilty.

This maxim is used in the cases of ordeals.

99। ெகௗNh³nhயnhயாய:
The maxim of Kaundinya.

This maxim has its origin in the following story. There was a Brahman named

Kaundinya. On the occasion of a feast in which many Brahmans were invited,

curdled milk was served cut to all except Kaundinya for whom ghol (a species

of that milk) was provided for.

It is used to denote ?Exception proves the rule.᳚

100। ெகௗnhேதயராேத⁴யnhயாய:
The maxim of Kaunteya Radheya.

It has its origin in the fact that Karna, a hero of the Mahabharat, was in

reality the son of Kunti, but as he was brought up from his infancy by a

carpenter-woman named Radha, he was ordinarily called Radheya.

This maxim is applied to the cases in which a fictitious appellation gets

currency in suppression of the real one.

101। க²lhவாடபி³lhவீயnhயாய:
The maxim of a bald-headed man and the Bilva fruit.

It takes its origin from the story that one day at noon a bald-headed man,

tired of the excessive heat of the sun, took shelter under the shadow of a

Bilva tree. Unfortunately for the man a ripe Bilva fruit fell down and

struck him severely on the head.
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It is used to denote that an unfortunate man is pursued by the evil fate

wherever he goes.

102। க²லைமthnhயாய:
The maxim of the friendship of a Villain.

It has its originin in the fact that a Villain is at first very profuse in the

profession of his friendship. But as time rolls on its intensity gradually

diminishes.

It is used to denote that the friendship of a mischievous villain is as

unreliable as a bund of sand.

103। க²ேலகேபாதnhயாய:
The maxim of the barn of corn and the pigeons.

As all kinds of pigeons, young and old, go flying into a barn and help

themselves to the corn therein to their hearts’ content, so this maxim is used

to denote that all kinds of men repair to a great man’s place to fulfil their

own respective ends.

104। க²த³கக⁴லகnhயாய:
The maxim of the eater and the eatable.

It is used to denote that there can be no friendly relation between one that

eats and the thing that is eaten. If there be any such relation ever it

invariably ends in misery and troubles.

105। க³ஜக⁴Nhடாnhயாய:
The maxim of an assemblage of elephant.

This maxim is used in discribing any pagentry.

106। க³ஜ⁴khதகபிthத²nhயாய:
The maxim of a wood-apple eaten by an elephant.

It takes its origin from the fact that a wood-apple eaten by an elephant is

execreted apparently quite unchanged though in fact its contents have all been

digested and it has become quite empty.

It is used to denote the internal worthless state of a thing though externally
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it looks all right.

107। க³³காphரவாஹnhயாய:
The maxim of a continous current.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that in a flock of sheep, if one

accidentally slips into a well, the rest will also fall in that well.

It is used to denote the tendency of blindly following others without pa?sing

to think whether the course is right or wrong.

108। க³ணபதி nhயாய:
The maxim of Ganapati.

This maxim has its origin in the custom of worshipping Ganapati first on the

occasion of the worship of the gods and goddesses whoever they may be and is

used to denote the first place to be assigned or the highest respect to be

shown to a person who deserves it.

109। க³தாiνக³திேகாேலாைகதி nhயாய:
The maxim of a blind follower.

This maxim is used to signify the tendency of imitation prevailing in men. When

any fashion becomes current many would follow it without any judgement as to

its propriety or importance.

110। க³rhத³ப⁴ேராமக³ணநாnhயாய:
The maxim of the fur of the asses.

The fur of the asses is unholy and so it is useless to shear these animals. It

is used to denote an unprofitable undertaking in which one may be engaged.

111। க³ேலபா³காnhயாய:
The maxim of wearing shoes or sandals in the neck.

This maxim is used in reference to any absurd or preposterous thing.

112। க³க³நேராமnhத²nhயாய:
The maxim of chewing the end in the air.

The maxim is used to denote impracticability of any absurd attempt like the

remaining suspended in the air of the froth from the mouth of a cow as it is

chewing the end.
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113। ³ட³விகாnhயாய:
The maxim of the Molasses and the Nimba (a kind of bitter fruit).

The maxim takes its origin from the fact that when it is necessary for a child

to use Nimba fruit, he is at first given some molasses to taste and then he

can eat the nimba fruit.

It is used to denote when one feels reluctant to do a thing on account of its

very seeming difficult or which is uninteresting to him, he is first given some

easy and congenial task to preapare him gradually for the difficult task.

114। ³ேபஸmhஹாரnhயாய:
The maxim of collecting or gathering virtues.

This maxim is used in overlooking the faults or defects and observing and

gathering merits in others.

115। kh³’ஹாrhத²மேராபிதshயாத³பேயதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the lamp placed over the threshold.

It takes its origin from a lamp hanging over the threshold of a house, which,

by its peculiar position, serves to light both the house and the path leading

to it.

It is used to denote something which serves a two-fold purpose at the same

time.

116। ேகா³ப³லவrhத³nhயாய:
The maxim of a bull-cow.

The origin of the maxim lies in this that the word cow strictly signifies

both a male cow and a female cow; but ordinarily it is used in the sense of a

female cow; and a different word ᳚bull ᳚ is used to mean a male cow.

It is used to denote that the ordinary acceptance of a word is not always what

it strictly or derivatively signifies.

117। ேகா³ரmhshவத³nhைதrhth◌⁴’ததி nhயாய:
The maxim of the cow-milk being touched by a dog’s teeth.

It takes its origin from the cow-milk; a pure thing, getting polluted by the
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touch of a dog’s teeth.

It is used to denote that a good and holy thing becomes corrupted and unholy by

coming in contact with something that is bad and impure.

118। ேகா³மShயாதி³nhயாய:
The maxim of the cow, buffalo, etc.

The maxim has its origin in this that the cows give milk, as well as the

buffalos give milk, but there is a vast difference in the quality of these two

kinds of milk.

It is used to denote that the individual objects falling under one general

class are not alike in every respect but have many peculiarities especial only

to them.

119। kh³ரஹராஶிேப⁴த³நnhயாய:
The maxim of the planets and their movement in the Zodiac.

As the movements of the planets and the Zodiac are not easily comprehensible

this maxim is applicable to the circumstances in which eyes fall prey to the

illusions of sight

120। க⁴Thடphரபா⁴தnhயாய:
The maxim of the octroi house in the morning.

The maxim has its origins in the story that one night a passenger with a view

to avoid payment of octroi duty proceeded to his destination by a different

way. But he walked throughout the whole night, and to his great surprise found

himself just before the octroi house when it was morning.

It is used to denote that there is no avoiding the payment of the dues. They

must be satisfied sooner or later.

121। க⁴டphரதீ³பnhயாய:
The maxim of a lamp in a jar.

The maxim takes its origin from the fact that if a lamp is placed in a jar, it

will light only the inside of the jar and nothing else; and is used to denote

that bright inteligence, if confined to a private place can be of no use to

others
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122। ⁴நாரnhயாய:
The maxim of letters bored by an insect in wood.

It takes its origin from the unexpected and chance resemblance of an incision

in wood, or in the leaf of a book, made by an insect to the form of some

letter.

It is used to denote any fortuitous or chance occurence.

123। சkhரph◌⁴ரமணnhயாய:
The maxim of a wheel in motion.

It takes its origin from the fact that a wheel will continue to be in motion,

so long as the force which imparted motion to it remains unspent.

It is used to denote that all kinds of movement, whether social, religious, or

political, remain in active state, so long as the prime movers can keep up

their energy.

124। சrhேவத³விnhnhயாய:
The maxim of one well versed in all the four Vedas.

It takes its origin from the story that an ignorant and unlettered man heard

that the possesion of the knowledge of the four Vedas has the effect of

procuring wealth. Hearing this he went on proclaiming himself fully conversant

with the Vedas. But unhappily for him he got no gold, on the other hand he

became a laughing stock of all wherever he went.

It is used to denote that by false representation no one can gain any honour,

rather thereby he lowers himself in the estimation of others.

125। சmhபகபதவshயnhயாய:
The maxim of the Champaka flower in the cloth.

The champaka flower leaves its fragrance in the piece of cloth in which it is

kept, even after the flower is taken away.

The maxim is used to denote that the virtues of a man continue to exercise

their genial influence upon others even after the man has departed from this

world.
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126। சnhth³ரசnhth³காnhயாய:
The maxim of the moon and her lustre.

The maxim originates from the inseparable connection between the moon and her

pleasing lustre, and is used to denote that where there is cause there is

effect.

127। சாNhட³லph³ராமணnhயாய:
The maxim of a Brahman and a chandal (a man of the lowest and most despised class.)

A Brahmin by his wicked conduct becomes as low and despicable as a Chandal,

but he is not thereby changed into a Chandal provided the blood and the seed

of which he was born were pure.

This maxim is used to denote that unworthy use may bring a thing into

disrepute, but will never change its nature.

128। சிthரபடnhயாய:
The maxim of a painting.

It originates from the fact that the value of a picture consists only in

pleasing the eyes, and is used to denote the worthlessness of a person who

possesses only personal elegance and no other merits.

129। சிthரmh’தnhயாய:
The maxim of the word nectar.

It takes its origin from the impossibility on the part of one of satisfying his

desire for nectar merely by writing or reading the word (nectar), and is used

to denote that it would be useless to try to get a thing from a quarter from

which it can never be expected.

130। சிthராŋhக³நாnhயாய:

This maxim shows that an unreal thing can never stand for a real one however

great efforts may be made to make it perfect.

131। சிthரலநnhயாய:
The maxim of the picture of a post.

No elephant can be fastened to a post drawn in a picture.
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The maxim is used to denote the worhthlessness of a thing that is good only for

representation and for nothing else.

132। சிnhதாமணீmh பthயjhய காசமணிkh³ரஹணnhயாய:
The maxim of accepting glass in preference to chintamani(a kind of precious jewel.)

The maxim is used to denote that as it is foolish to prefer glass to

chintamani which is very precious, so it is likewise an act of foolishness on

the part of a man to consider an object valuable led away only by its outward

charm.

Cf. ?All is not gold that glitters.᳚

133। ெசௗராபஹாரத⁴நமாNhட³vhயநிkh³ரஹnhயாய:
The maxim of Rishi Mandavya being punished for theft.

The maxim takes its origin from the story that one day a thief commited theft

in a Raja’s house and being pursued by the police ran away leaving the goods

where Mandhavya Rishiwas engaged in devotion. The police came up there and

arrested the Rishi and took him to court. The Rishi was punished for

theft.

It is used to denote that sometimes honest and innocent men have to suffer the

consequences of the wicked conduct of villainous men.

134। ச²thnhயாய:
The maxim of the persons with umbrella.

The maxim originates from a number of persons walking along a road with their

umbrellas spread overhead. There may be a master and his retinues in that

number, but to an onlooker they are all known by the same designation viz.,

the persons with umbrellas.

It is used to denote that things are not always what they seem.

135। ஜலmhபி³காnhயாய:
The maxim of a gourd on the water.

It takes its origin from the fact of the gourd not sinking down when thrown

into water.
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It denotes that a light-minded person cannot dive deep into a matter he may be

called upon to be engaged in.

136। ஜலமnhத²நnhயாய:
The maxim of churning water.

It takes its origin from the fact that to churn water would be productive of no

good whatsoever, and is used to denote the fruitlessness of spending labour on

a thing from which no good can result.

137। ஜலகதேரiΝnhயாய:
The maxim of the muddy water.

The muddy water becomes clear and fit for drinking purposes when a fruit called

nirmali is dipped into it. So the maxim is used to denote that a bad man

becomes good and honest in the company of a good and honest man.

Cf.company makes a man.

138। ஜலmh’லnhயாய:
The maxim of the lotus stalk.

It takes its origin from the growth of the stalk of a lotus with the increase

of water in a tank during the rains. Again when the dry season comes and the

surface of the water begins to sink, the stalk of the lotus gets dry but it

does not die away.

Similarly when a great man or nation by the freaks of fortune is reduced to

miserable condition he does not lose thereby his usual nobleness of mind.

139। ஜலாநயநnhயாய:
The maxim of ?bring water᳚.

It takes its origin from the fact that when a man is asked to bring water he

will get also the vessel containing water.

It is used to denote that an unimportant thing acquires importance when

connected with an important thing.

140। ஜெலௗகnhயாய:
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The maxim of a leech.

It takes its origin from the fact that a leech will suck blood from the breast

of a woman and not milk, just as a fly would not sit on any elegant part of the

body where there is a sore.

It denotes that a depraved man will mind not the virtues but the faults, in

others.

141। ஜெலௗShNhயnhயாய:
The maxim of the hot water.

It takes its origin from the fact that water is naturally cold, but when heat

is applied its nature is changed and it becomes hot.

It is used to denote that the nature of a person becomes altered by coming in

contact with a person of different character.

142। ஜாதிபிth’nhயாய:
The maxim caste system and Pitris.

The Pitris are a class of celestial Beings: the nation that does not beleive

the blessing and care of these Beings is sure to be extinct one day. According

to the Hindu scriptures the followers of Varna and Ashram order receive such

care and blessings and can therefore never die.

This maxim is used to show the indispensibleness of something.

143। ஜாமாthரrhத²kh?ஸshயஸுபயதிth²பகாரகthவதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the son-in-law and the dish preapared for him.

The dal preapared for the son-in-law will come to the use of other guests

that sit to dine with him.

It is used to denote that a thing though primarily intended for one may come to

the benefit of many others.

144। jhஞாநாேத³rhநிShகrhஷவthகrhphயŋhக³கrhையதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the lowest and the highest degree of knowledge.

The trees and plants possess the least amount of knowledge, on the other hand,

God has it to the fullest amount.
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It is used to denote that everything in this world has two extremities.

145। jhஞாநிவிமாநnhயாய:
The maxim of the wise and the air-boat.

It takes its origin fromthe fact that a man walking on the field can mark

distinctly the height of a hill, the depth of a cave and the level surface of a

plateau, but when he soars high up by means of an air-ship, these differences

are not distinguishable to him; everything below then appears to him to be of

even surface.

It is used to denote that the consideration of the distinction of high and low,

great and small, good and bad, etc., acts in a man so long as he is at the

lowest step of the ladder of wisdom or knowledge, but when he reaches the

highest step, all the religious and sectarian differences vanish away. To him

then everything appears to be of equal importance.

146। jhேயாதிrhnhயாய:
The maxim of light.

It arises from everything becoming visible when it is day.

It is used to denote that ignorance is darkness and knowledge is light.

147। Thப⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of the bird tittiva.

The maxim originates from the story that a bird called tittiva lived on the

beach of a sea, one day the beach was washed away by a huge wave of the sea.

The eggs which the bird lay in the nest were also washed away in consequence.

Engaged at this the bird resolved to laddle off the sea and began to throw away

the water with its beak and also with its wings, which it once dipped into the

sea and then came up and shook them. Struck with wonder at the ?run

determination of the bird the sea returned its eggs.

It is used to denote that all sorts of difficulties, however unsurmountable

they may seem to be, melt away before firm determination.

Cf.Labour surmounts every difficulty.
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148। தNh³லப⁴ணnhயாய:
The maxim of eating rice.

The maxim takes its origin from a particular kind of ordeal taken recourse to,

for ascertaining the guilt of a man, some quantity white Satti rice is to be

kept in an earthen pot containing water while it is day. The pot is to be

allowed to remain in this state throughout the wholenight. In the morning the

accused is to be made to eat rice first and then to disgorge it on the leaf of

a peepal tree. If the beard of the man becomes red, and there be a splitting

pain in the throat, and also a shivering comes upon the whole frame, then the

guilt of the man is proved.

149। தthkhரnhயாய:
The maxim of ᳚The Sacrifice᳚.
This maxim is used to denote that one is sure to gain the object which he

intenly thinks upon at all times.

150। தபshவth◌⁴யாயாthயாகீ³ph³ராமணnhயாய:
The maxim of a Brahmin who has given up his Sandhya prayer and study of the Vedas.

The Brahmin who never says his prayer, and never reads the Vedas becomes fallen

thereby.

It is used to denote that the non-performance of the most essential duties of

life makes one equite degraded.

151। ததா³க³ேம  தth³th³’Shயேத nhயாய:
The maxim of the virtue which is aquired and not natural.

It takes its origin from the fact that the heated state of oil is due to the

action of the fire, therefore heat is not a property of the oil but of the

fire.

It is used to denote that it is meaningless to assume an important air in

consequence of the power derived from another. Such a man is a veritable

jackdaw in borrowed feather.

152। தமphரகாஶnhயாய:
The maxim of the darkness dispelled.
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It takes its origin from the fact that darkness is chased away when it is

daylight.

It is used to denote that the darkness of ignorance is removed by the

acquisition of knowledge.

153। தth³விshமரேணேப⁴கிவாதி³தி nhயாய:
The maxim of a she-frog and the forgotten promise.

It originated from the following story:nn

Once upon a time a Raja had a she-frog, under the condition that she would go

away as soon as something would be shown her. The Raja forgot the condition,

and showed her water one day. Thereupon the frog went away.

It is used to denote that a promise once made must be fulfilled irrespective of

the consideration of the position of the promise.

154। தெமௗthதபநnhயாய:
The maxim of lighting darkness.

It is foolishness to go out in search of darkness with a lamp in hand, for,

darkness is nothing but absence of light.

It is used to express foolishness on the part of one to go to perform a thing

by employing a means which is unsuitable for the purpose.

155। தலஸrhபnhயாய:
The maxim of the palm tree and a serpent.

A serpent dies if it climbs upon a palm tree.

This maxim is used to denote foolishness of the doer of thing.

156। தnhபதnhயாய:
The maxim of thread and cloth.

It takes its origin from the opinion held by philosophers that the effect

exists for a moment even when the cause is destroyed. Thread is the cause and

cloth is the effect. The cloth exists momentarily even when the thread is

destroyed.

157। தphதபரஶுkh³ரஹணnhயாய:
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The maxim of heated axe.

When an axe is greatly heated it cannot be held in hand, and so nothing can be

done with it.

The maxim is used to denote that the means employed for the performance of a

work must be such as may be easily used by the doer.

158। தphதமஸவிதி⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of the heated gold.

It takes its origin from an ordeal in which the guilt of an accused is

ascertained by placing a small quantity of heated gold taking it out from a

kettle full of boiling oil.

159। தவாஹமshnhயாய:
The maxim of I am yours.

This maxim is a proof of inward bhakti, and is employed in reference to the

love and reverence for husband, for guru and for God.

160। thவmhமமnhயாய:
The maxim of ?Thou art mine.

This maxim indicating love and affection is used in connection with sons,

daughters, wife, etc.

161। தீrhயக³தி⁴கரணnhயாய:
The maxim of the bird’s nest.

The maxim takes its origin from the nests of birds being of no use to a man for

the purpose of living in and is used to denote that in order that a thing may

be serviceable, it must be employed in a way suited to its nature.

162। திலதNh³லnhயாய:
The maxim of a sesamum seed and rice.

Rice is the food of the devas or Gods, and til (sesamum seed) of the

ancestors (pitriloka). Both these being mixed together used in sacrifices.

163। ேலாnhநமநnhயாய:
The maxim of the balance.

It originates from the fact when one pan of the balances goes down the other
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rises up. It is used to denote that improvement to be properly called so must

be all round, partial improvement is no improvement. This may be applied to the

education of boys and youngmen.

164। lhயாயvhயயnhயாய:
The maxim of equal income and expenditure.

The person whose receipts and disbursements are equal is neither rich nor poor,

and is, on the whole, quite happy.

cf.English proverb:nCut the coat according to cloth.

165। ய³rhஜநnhயாய:
The maxim of ᳚please the villain ᳚.
This maxim is used in the cases in which it is thought advisable to satisfy a

mischievous man.

166। யthவிதி nhயாய:

The Maxim of ᳚please others.᳚
When the principle to be followed is to please others, then everything, whether

right right or wrong, may be done.

167। th’ணஜாகnhயாய:
The maxim of a caterpillar.

It takes its origin from the fact that a caterpillar does not leave the grass

on which it sits until it can get hold of another. It is used to denote that it

would be unwise on the part of a man to abandon the means he has in hand till

another is secured.

Cf A bird in hand is worth two in the bush.

168। thயாjhயShடதிநநத³ nhயாய:
The maxim of the river making erosion on the banks.

It takes its origin from the advisability of leaving the banks of a river which

is constantly encroaching upon the banks. It is used to denote that it is

unvise to put with one that is dangerous in nature.

169। த³Nhட³சkhரnhயாய:
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The maxim of the potter’s rod, wheel and knife.

The rod, wheel , and knife of a potter are all the causes of an earthen jar.

It is used in cases in which a certain effect follows from several causes

together.

170। த³kh³த⁴படnhயாய:
The maxim of the burnt cloth.

It takes its origin from the fact that a piece of cloth that is set on fire in

a place where there is no air would look as all right even after the fire is

extinguished, though in fact it has no substance in it.

It is used to denote a thing which is in reality quite worthless, though from

the outward appereance it seems to be all right.

171। த³kh³த⁴பீ³ஜnhயாய:
The maxim of the burnt seed.

It takes its origin from the fact that the seeds that have been burnt would not

germinate if sown, and is used to denote that those souls would not have to

come back again into this life in whom Karma accruing from ignorance has been

burnt down with the fire of knowledge.

172। த³kh³ேத⁴nhத⁴நவநிnhயாய:
The maxim of the burning fuel and the fire.

It takes its origin from the fire becoming extinguished when the fuel is

completely burnt down, and is used to denote that a man of ability never stops

to work till he has finished the task undertaken.

173। த³kh³த⁴ரஸநnhயாய:
The maxim of the burnt cord.

A cord, twisted in three folds, after being burnt, would appear quite

unchanged, though in fact it has then no substance in it. It is used to denote

an unlettered fool who looks outwardly as a perfectly good man though in fact

he has no worth whatever.

174। த³Nhட³ஸrhபமாரணnhயாய:
The maxim of the stick and the serpent.
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The maxim originates from good care to be taken in beating a serpent with a

stick so that the serpent may be killed but at the same time the stick may not

be broken, and it is used to denote that a clever man should conduct himself in

such a way in performing a task that the object in view may be accomplished

without any injury either to himself or to anybody else.

175। த³Nhட³பிகாnhயாய:
The maxim of the stick and cakes.

When a stick and cakes are tied together, and one says that the stick has been

pulled down, we are naturally led to expect that the cakes have also been

pulled down, the two being so closely connected together. So when one thing is

closely connected with another in a particular way, and we say something of the

one, it naturally follows that what is asserted of the one can, as a matter of

course, be asserted of the other.

176। த³nhதபாnhயாய:
The maxim of ?Examination of teeth᳚.

By the examination of teeth, the nature of a man can be ascertained.

177। த³மph³யாலகரnhயாய:
The maxim of Dam, Byal, Kar.

There was a rakShasa named Sambar; by means of enchantment he created three

rakShas named Dam, Byal, and Kar, who were so strong that they could reduce the

mountain Meru to dust by their blows; but as they were deprived of the

knowledge of truth they had to be born again after death as mosquitoes.

It is used to denote that knowledge is more powerful than physical strenght.

178। தா³நஶூnhயthயnhயாய:
The maxim of an uncharitable Kshatriya.

If a person of the Kshatriya caste has no inclination for practising charity,

he makes his position thereby very shameful and blameworthy, and moreover he

forfeits his claim to be called Kshatriya

179। ேத³வாஸுரஸŋhkh³ராமnhயாய:
The maxim of ?struggle between the Devas and Asuras.
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The maxim teaches that like the struggle between the Devas and Asuras

mentioned in the Purans, a constant struggle is going on in the minds of men

between the virtous and the vicious propensities.

180। தா³ஹகதா³யnhயாய:
The maxim of the burner and the thing burnt.

The fire burning a piece of wood and reducing it to ashes would itself at last

be transformed into ashes.

It is used to denote that the harm done to another would recoil at last upon

the doer.

181। ³rhப³லரபிவth◌⁴யnhேதஷபாrhதீ²வாைத nhயாய:
The maxim of the weak becoming powerful with the power of the King at his back.

The person in the employ of a king can lord over a most powerful man, though

personally he may be very weak.

182। ேத³வத³thதஹnhth’ஹதnhயாய:
The maxim of the killer of the Debadatta being killed.᳚

The man who has killed another named, say, Devadatta, is killed again in his

turn by a third person.

It is used to denote that no man can be all-powerful. Every one has his superior.

183। ேத³வத³thதthரnhயாய:
The maxim of the son of Deavadatta.

The maxim is used to denote that the principal object of the life of a son

should be to make the name and character of his father glorious and

honourable.

184। ேத³ஹதீ³பnhயாய:
The maxim of the lamp on the threshold.

It originates from the fact that a lamp placed over the threshold of a house

would have the effect of lighting the house a swell as the approach leading to

the house.

It is used to denote something that serves two purposes at the same time.
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185। ேத³ஹாத⁴iµக²thவnhயாய:
The maxim of the mouth being at the lower part of the body.

This maxim is used to denote something quite impossible and absurd.

186। th³ராவிட³phராயாமnhயாய:
The maxim of lengthened pranayama (regulation of breathing).

The maxim takes its origin from the attempt made to catch hold of the nose by

moving the hand round the head; and is used to denote the making a matter more

difficult than what it ordinarily is.

187। த⁴ராேராஹணnhயாய:
The maxim of weighing on a balance.

In proof of a guilty or non-guilty, one who swears is placed upon a pan of a

balance reciting some mantras. If the person becomes heavier he is supposed to

be non-guilty, if equal or less he is considered as guilty.

This maxim is used in ascertaining guilty or non-guilty of persons.

188। த⁴rhமவஸnhதாக³மnhயாய:
The maxim of virtue and advent of the spring.

It takes its origin from the nature assuming a charming appereance with new

leaves and flowers when the spring sets in, and similarly the possession of

virtue bringing wealth and happiness in its train.

It is used to denote the importance of virtue.

189। தா⁴rhகlhபநnhயாய:
The maxim of ᳚property and the thing possessing it.᳚
The name of a certain property signifies the thing which possesses that

property.

190। த⁴rhமகlhபநnhயாய:
The maxim of ᳚the thing and its property.᳚
The name of the thing connotes the property or properties forming the essence

of that thing.

191। தா⁴nhயபலாலnhயாய:
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The maxim of the paddy and the straw.

It originates from the fact that the paddy seed sown in a field from which

weeds have not been carefully rooted out will in the long run outgrow the

grass, and is used to denote that seed of wisdom and piety are sure to

germinate even if sown in a mind not properly cultivated and preapared.

192। நடாŋhக³ணnhயாய:
The maxim of a hero and heroine.

It takes its origin from the conversation between a hero and a heroine on a

theatrical stage in course of which the hero asks the heroine whose wife she

is, and she says in reply that she is his wife, and is used to denote that the

theatrical relation is false, its usefulness being only to produce a temporary

and musing effect. Man’s life is also a stage of theatre, and its connection

with others in various kinds of relationship is therefore nothing but an

illusion.

193। நShடாவத³kh³த⁴ரத²nhயாய:
The maxim of the destroyed carriage and horse.

It takes its origin from the story that one day two persons went out in their

own respective carriages. In the way their carriages accidentally caught fire.

The consenquence was that the carriage of one and the horse of the other were

destroyed. At last by mutual agreement they got one carriage ready with what

remained of their carriages, and they returned home by that carriage. It is

used to denote that by united efforts we can make up our individual wants.

Cf.Union is strenght.

194। ந  கŋhகணshய த³rhஶநயாத³rhஶேபேதி nhயாய:
The maxim of ᳚a bracelet and a mirror.᳚

It takes its origin from the fact that there is absolutely no necessity of

looking-glass for seeing the appereance of a bracelet worn on the wrist as it

is easily visible to the eye, and is used to denote that a medium is quite

unnecessary for doing a thing that can easily be performed directly by one’s

own efforts.
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195। ந  ?shேதऽiνபபnhநmhநாேமதி nhயாய:
The maxim of ᳚the thing seen requiring no proof.᳚
A thing which has been seen by one with his own eyes requires no proof to

convince him of its existence, etc.

It is used to signify that the direct knowledge of a thing is superior to a

second hand one.

196। ந  நிnhதா³ நிnhதி³mh phரவrhதேதஇதி nhயாய:
The maxim of blaming.

It signifies that blame is directed to a thing that deserves it but not to the

act of blaming.

197। ந  வரவிக⁴தயகnhேயாth³வைஹதி nhயாய:
The maxim of a bride’s marriage being intended not for killing the bridegroom.

A man gives his daughter in marriage not for bringing about the end of the

son-in-law but that they may live in happiness and comfort to a good old age.

It signifies that happinesss and not sorrow is the end and aim of life of

everyone.

198। ந  யதிjhஞமாthேரண அrhஷth³தி⁴தி nhயாய:
The maxim of promise and the success in an attempt.

It signifies that mere words of mouth cannot secure success in anything,

earnest efforts are indispensably necessary for the purpose.

199। ந  பி⁴ுேகா பி⁴ுகதி nhயாய:
The maxim of a poor man’s begging, not of a beggar.

It takes its origin from the fact of a beggar’s not asking alms of another

beggar. He would invariably go to one in affluence for the satisfaction of his

wants.

It is used to denote the tendency of human nature to seek help from the quarter

where it may be reasonably expected.

200। ந  விவாஹ நnhதரmh வரபா khயைததி nhயாய:
The maxim of examining a bridegroom after marriage.
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It takes its origin from the uselessness of minutely observing a bridegroom

after the marriage is over. This should be done before.

It is used to denote that the consideration of propriety or otherwise of a

course should be carefully made before it is adopted. After thought in this

concern is of no use whatever.

DONE BELOW

201। ந  ஸுதீphயதா⁴ரா shவயேமவchேச²மாதvhயாபாரப⁴வததி
nhயாய:
The maxim of a keen sword.

It takes its origin from the fact that a sword, however, keen it may be, would

not cut an object unless it is wielded by some body.

It denotes that mere possession of a good thing produces no good, but there

must be some one properly qualified to make good use of it.

202। ந  ஸுஶிேதாऽபி நThவshவshகnhத⁴மேரா⁴mh ப: nhயாய:

The maxim of a highly educated youngmen not being able to mount upon his own

shoulder.

It denotes that an impossible and impracticable thing cannot be affected by any

one however highly qualified he may be just as a youngman though very learned

and wise cannot get upon his own shoulder when he is asked to do so.

203। நாேகா³ShThரnhயாய:
The maxim of a serpent and a camel.

It takes its origin from a serpent which was killed for saving the life of a

camel that was attacked by that serpent; and is used to denote that doing of an

injury to another may be excused provided it be for effecting a very useful

end.

204। நjhஞதவிேஶஷண³th³தி⁴rhவிேஶShயmh ஸŋhkhரமததி nhயாய:
The maxim of the Adjective and the Noun.

The sense of the adjective cannot be comprehended so long as the sense of the

noun it qualifies is realised. Or, the meaning of the adjective depends upon

that of the noun.
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It denotes that knowledge of the principal part must first be acquired and then

the subsidiary parts may be understood in their proper light.

205। நாnhயth’Shேடshமரthயnhையதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the memory and a thing.

A thing to be borne in mind must be witnessed by one with his own eye and not

with eye of another person.

206। நாேகலப²லாmh³nhயாய:
The maxim of the cocoanut-water.

It takes its origin from the difficulty of explaining how water could exist

inside a cocoanut fruit; and is used to denote that it is not in the power of

man to understand clearly the kind ways of providence.

207। நிmhநக³phரவஹnhயாய:
The maxim of the current of water.

It originates from the fact that the water of a stream always flows downwards;

and is used to denote that the thoughts of an ignorant person has a downward

tendency.

208। நீரரவிேவகnhயாய:
The maxim of the milk mixed with water.

It takes its origin from the fact that when a goose is made to drink milk mixed

with water it will take only the milk and a leave the water behind; and is used

to denote that in judging of another a truly wise man will sift out his merits,

and would leave the defects in him out of consideration.

209। நேலnhத³வரnhயாய:
The maxim of a blue lotus.

The maxim is applied in the cases of varieties just as a blue lotus is a very

rare thing.

210। nh’பநாபிதthரnhயாய:
The maxim of the King and Barber’s son.

It is used to denote a man’s natural fondness for his own possesion however
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ugly or despicable it may be in the eyes of others. It takes its origin from a

story which states that a king on one occasion asked his barber to bring to him

the finest boy that he could find in his kingdom. The barber roamed for a long

time over every part of the realm, but could get no boy such as the king

wanted. At last wearied and dissapointed he returned home, and being charmed

with the beauty of his own boy, who was in fact the personification of ugliness

and deformity, went to the king and presented the boy to him. The king was at

first very angry with the barber for having trifled with him, but on

consideration excused him, as he ascribed the barber’s preference of his own

ugly boy to the dominant desire of human beings to consider their own

possessions as supremely good.

211। ெநௗநவிகnhயாய:
The maxim of the boat and the boatman.

It takes its origin from the fact that a boat cannot be steered without the

help of the boatman, and is used to denote that no act, great or small, can be

performed without the guidance of the principal head.

212। பசேகாஶாவரணnhயாய:
The maxim of the five Kosha or vestures (sheats or cases) which successively

make the body.

It is used to denote that what apparently seems imposible may turn out

possible, just as the soul resides in the sheaths or cases (Koshas) that

enshrine it, nevertheless it is not attached to any of these vestures.

213। பஜரiµkhதபnhயாய:
The maxim of the bird out of the cage.

It is used to denote the flight of the soul when the trammel of the body is

loosened after the death, just as a bird in a cage flies away in the air if it

can get out of the cage anyhow.

214। பதnhதமiνத⁴வேதாப³th³ேதா⁴பிக³ைததி nhயாய:
The maxim of the fowler and the birds.

It originates from the story of a fowler running after a bird that escaped from
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his trap to find to his great sorrow on his return that the birds which were

caught before had also fled away meanwhile.

Cf. The Eng. proverb n A bird in hand is worth two in the bush.

215। பதிmhவரnhயாய:
The maxim of a girl making a selection of her husband.

In a choice-marriage in which choice of the husband is made by the bride

herself, the bride would elect a husband who is most deserving. It denotes the

tendency of human nature for what is best.

216। பத³மphயதி⁴கப⁴வாதி³தி nhயாய:
The maxim of a part being preferable if not the whole.

If the whole of a thing be not available, one should be ready to be contented

with only a part.

Cf. The Eng. proverb:n?Something is better than nothing.᳚

217। பரநchச²யnhயாய:
The maxim of the afternoon-shade.

The maxim denotes that the power and influence assumed at the fag-end of life

may be enjoyed only for a short time just as the shade of a tree in the

afternoon is very short-lived.

218। பrhவததி⁴thயகnhயாய:
The maxim of a table-land.

The maxim takes its origin from the fact that a level tract of land at the top

of a mountain appears from a distance to be not very far off, but in fact it is

very difficult and troublesome to go there; and is used to denote those happy

prospects which from a distance looks very fascinating, but their attainment

costs much pain and trouble.

219। பrhவேதாபthயகnhயாய:
The maxim of a valley.

It denotes that giong downward is very easy, just as going down hill to a

valley does not cost much trouble.
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220। பரஶுkh³ரஹணnhயாய:
The maxim of raising the axe.

It is used in connexion with infliction of heavy punishment for a trifling

offence.

221। பஸத³nhயாய:
The maxim of a member of a community.

If a member of a community dies, his work becomes divided amoung the rest so

that the work does not suffer, and is used to signify that a work for the

performance of which many hands are engaged does not suffer even if any one

among workers dies or leaves the work.

222। பாஷாேணShகாnhயாய:
The maxim of stone and brick.

It is used to signify something done with the united efforts of all kinds of

persons, great and small, just as a house is built with the help of stone n a

big thing, and brick n a small thing.

223। பிNhட³mh thவா கரmh ேல⁴ nhயாய:
The maxim of licking the hand letting the morsel fall off.

It is used to signify a foolish attempt, just as it is foolishness to lick the

hand after letting fall the morsel.

224। பிShடேபஷணnhயாய:
The maxim of grinding flour.

It is used to denote a superfluous or unprofitable exertion like the attempt of

a man to grind pounded flour.

Cf. It is of no use to go to do a thing which has already been done.

225। thரphஸயா ேத³வmh ப⁴ஜnhயா ப⁴rhதாபி விநShட இதி nhயாய:
The maxim of a prayer for a son and the loss of the husband.

It takes its origin form a story that a certain woman worshipped a god with a

view of being blessed witha son, unfortunately it so happened that she lost her

husband. It is used to denote the loss of the cause while the effect is

earnestly wished for.
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It is used to denote the absurdity of a wish or desire.

226। phரshதலக³தா³nhயாய:
The maxim of a big mace.

It takes its origin from the fact that ignorant fools, like beasts, are

intractable, and can be managed only by means of strong rods. It is used to

denote that stringent measures are required to be adopted for controlling those

that are easily unmanageable.

227। mhshவலஸதnhயாய:
The maxim of the unchaste and the chaste.

It is used to signify the contradictory qualities, just as the characters of

the unchaste and the chaste women are opposed to each other.

228। rhவthபரப³லயshthவnhயாய:

The maxim of the thing coming after being stronger in force than that going

before.

It is used when superiority or inferiority between two things is a point of

consideration.

229। phரகlhphயசபவத³விஷயmh தth ஔthஸrhkh³?பி⁴நிவிஸேத nhயாய:
The maxim of the general and the special.

The application of the general holds true everywhere except the cases coming

under the special, similarly the subordinate are to exercise their power in the

places that are not within the province of the superior.

230। phரகாஶாரயnhயாய:
The maxim of the light.

It is used to denote that ignorance or fear is removed from where there is

knowledge or wisdom, just as darkness is chased away from the place when there

is light.

231। phரkh’திphரthயயrhஶேயாphரthயயrhஶshயphரதா⁴நாthவதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the root and the suffix.

The meaning of a word or a root depends upon that of the suffix for completion
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of sense. It is applied in cases in which the question of the superiority or

inferiority is to be decided.

232। பŋhகphராலநnhயாய:
The maxim of washing off the mud.

Just as it is more advisable for one to avoid getting into mud than to go into

it and then wash it off, so it is more advisable for one to aviod getting into

danger than to expose oneself to it and then to try to get out of it somehow or

other.

Cf.Prevention is better than cure.

233। phரthயே கிமiνமாநmh nhயாய:
The maxim of inference.

This maxim is used to indicate that it is utterly useless to make an inference

about a thing or to call for any proof about it when it is visible or present

before the eye.

234। phரஜாேஶாஷகராஜாnhயாய:
The maxim of a tyrant king.

It takes its origin from the fact that it is the duty of a worthy king to do

everything in his power to secure the comforts and happiness of his subjects.

It is used to indicate worthlessness of a king who seeks his own interest at

the cost of that of his subjects.

235। phரதா⁴நமlhலநிrhவஹநnhயாய:
The maxim of defeating the leader of the wrestlers.

It is applied in which one, having many adversaries to encounter, has to seek

out the chief and give him a crushing defeat, and then he has not to care for

others.

236। phரேயாஜநெமௗth³தி³ய மnhேதா³ऽபி ந phரவrhதேத nhயாய:
The maxim of not doing a thing uncalled for.

It signifies that even an ignorant fool will not stir him about doing a thing

which he is not required to do.
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237। பth?அரயகnhயாய:
The maxim of a guard and a thief.

This maxim takes its origin from the story of a guard attached a richman’s

house waking up from sleep after the thief, who committed theft in the house,

made good his escape. It is used to indicate the vain alertness of one after

the opportunity for doing his duty has slipped away.

238। phராஸாத³வாnhயாய:
The maxim of dweller in mansion.

Whoever occupies a mansion will be called a dweller in it, whether he lives in

the ground floor or in the upper flat. This maxim is used to signify the

ownership of a person over a thing whether he enjoys it exclusively or

partially.

239। phரதீ³ேபphரதீ³பmh phரjhவாlhய தேமாநஶாய யதமாந: nhயாய:
The maxim of a candle under a candle.

It takes origin from the attempt of chasing the darkness under a lamp by

lighting a second lamp which again has darkness underneath it, and again to

chase that darkness another lamp is lighted, and so on, and is used to indicate

that efforts made for effecting what is impracticable always prove to be

fruitless.

240। ப²லவthஸஹகாரnhயாய:
The maxim of a mango tree with fruits on.

The maxim indicates the advisability of taking a shelter with a truly grat man,

just as it is advisable to take shelter under a mango tree that supplies, quite

unasked, fruits and shadow to a weary way-farer.

241। ப³கப³nhத⁴நnhயாய:
The maxim of catching a heron.

The maxim takes its origin from the fact that a fowler derives no advantage by

catching a heron as it has very small flesh in its body and indicates the

impropriety of causing unnecessary harm to any one.

242। ப³தி⁴ரகrhணஜபnhயாய:
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The maxim of whispering to the deaf.

This maxim indicates a vain attempt of a man to do a useless thing like

whispering a word to one who is absolutely short of hearing.

243। ப³ஹுchசி²th³ரக⁴டnhயாய:
The maxim of a pot having many holes.

This maxim denotes the unprofitableness of imparting instructions to one

destitute of capacities to retain them, just as a pot having holes cannot

contain the water poured into it.

244। ப³ஹுvh’கkh’Shடmh’க³nhயாய:
The maxim of a deer being attacked by many wolves.

It denotes the certainty of defeat of a person, however strong he may be, when

attacked simultaneously on all sides by many enemies, as a deer attacked by

many wolves at the same time is sure to be killed by them.

245। ப³ஹுராஜாகரnhயாய:
The maxim of a city of many kings.

It is used to denote the total mismanagement of an affair in which there are

all to lead and none to follow.

246। ப³ஹுநாமாiνkh³ரேஹாnhயாய:
The maxim of favour received from many.

This maxim suggests the fortunate condition of a man when he is in receipt of

favour from his numerous friends and patrons.

247। ph³ராமணபvhராஜகnhயாய:
The maxim of the Brahmin hermit.

It takes its origin from a Brahmin becoming a hermit is quite in accordance

with the rules of the Varnashram Dharma, and is used to denote something

which carries twofold senses at the same time.

248। ph³ரைமவph³ரமதா³நதி nhயாய:
The maxim of giving away Brahma in charity.

It takes its origin from the Vedas being known as Brahman, and is used to

denote the superiority of free teaching over all other charitable acts.
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249। பி³லவrhதிேகா³த⁴விபா⁴ஜநnhயாய:
The maxim of the alligator in the hole.

It is used to denote the troubles of a difficult undertaking as the drawing of

an alligator out of its hole is always found to be very difficult task.

250। பி³lhவக²lhவாடnhயாய:
The maxim of a bald-headed man under a Bilva tree.

The maxim has its origin in the story of a bald-headed man having his skull

broken by the fall of bilva fruit as soon as he took shelter under the tree,

and is used to denote an accidental happening.

251। பீ³ஜvh’nhயாய:
The maxim of seed and sprout.

It takes its origin from the relation of mutual causation which subsists

between seed and sprout, seed being the cause of sprout, which in its turn is

the cause of seed.

It is used in those cases in which two things stand to each other in the

relation of both cause and effect.

252। ph³ராமணரமணnhயாய:
The maxim of Brahmana-Shraman.

See the maxim of Brahmana hermit. No. 247, supra.

253। ைவய?thதிகரஜnhயாய:
The maxim of a merchant-king.

The maxim takes its origin from the fact that buying and selling, etc, are the

functions of a merchant and are quite unsuitable, nay n blame worthy, for a

king and is used to denote any unworthy undertaking.

254। ph³ராமணவShட²nhயாய:
The maxim of Brahmana Bashistha.

It takes its origin from the fact that as Bashistha was a Brahmana, the word

Brahman suggests the idea of Bashistha too, yet Bashistha is specially named

only to add to his importance. It is used to denote the special importance of a

person over others of his class.
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255। ph³ராமணkh³ராமnhயாய:
The maxim of the Brahmin Village.

The fact of a village in which the Brahmins form the majority of dwellers,

going by the name of a Brahmin village has given rise to this maxim. It is used

to denote that a thing is known by the name of its predominating element.

256। ப⁴ேதபி லஶுேண ந ஶாnhேதா vhயாதி:◌⁴ nhயாய:
The maxim of garlic and ilness.

It takes its origin from one’s eating garlic, an unholy and prohibited thing,

as a remedy of an ilness, but unforunately the ilness is not thereby remedied;

and is used to denote the regrettable condition of one who does an unworthy act

to gain an end, though unhappily the end is not gained thereby.

257। ப⁴rhுnhயாய:
The maxim of BharkShu.

It takes its origin from a story that a certain king had a minister named

BharkShu, whom he sent on an expedition against an enemy across the sea.

BharkShu defeated the enemy and himself became the king of that country,

meanwhile a rumour was spread that BarkShu was dead n Beleiving the rumour to

be true, the king appointed another person in place of BarkShu, but to his

utter surprise BharkShu made his appereance after a few days.

The maxim is used to indicate the impropriety of doing any thing in hot haste

and without due circumspection.

258। ப⁴வऽத⁴நமாkh²யாததி nhயாய:
The maxim of the import (of a thing).

It is used to signify the superiority of import or sense of a thing over

anything else that it has.

259। ப⁴மதnhயாய:
The maxim of fire.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that fire has the attributes of

burning, cooking and removing darkness and is used to denote that various kinds

of qualities may be possessed by one and the same man.
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260। பி⁴ுபாத³phரஸாரணnhயாய:
The maxim of the beggar gradually extending his legs.

It takes its origin from a story that one day a beggar went to a rich man’s

house. Thinking that his object would not be gained if he were to make a clean

breast of his wants all at once, he first begged permission to sit, and then

little by little had everything that he needed. It is used to denote cleverness

on the part of one in dealing with a person who is very uncharitable and close

fisted.

261। பி⁴ுபி⁴யshத²lhயநதி⁴shரயநnhயாய:
The maxim of not cooking food for fear of a beggar.

This maxim is used to signify the miserlines of a person as he refrains from

cooking his food in the presence of a beggar lest the latter should beg for a

share.

262। ⁴ேத³வph³ராமணnhயாய:
The maxim of Bhudev Brahmin.

It takes its origin from a king being loved and honoured by his subjects,

whereas a Brahmin, the seer of truth and the knower of Brahman, is Bhudeva or

king of the whole earth, loved and honoured as he is everywhere.

It is used to denote the importance of knowledge.

263। ப⁴மப⁴ஸthதத⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of rapid rise.

This maxim is used to signify that a person who prospers in life rather too

rapidly has surely to suffer fall soon again.

264। ⁴ŋhக³பnhயாய:
The maxim of the bird named Bhulinga.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that this bird gathers bits of flesh

from the jaws of lion, and is used to denote extra-ordinary courage.

265। ⁴ைஸthெயௗShNhயnhயாய:
The maxim of earth being cold or hot.

This maxim originates from the fact that earth becomes cold by coming in
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contact with water whose property is coldness, and again becomes hot by coming

in contact with light whose chief property is heat, and is used to indicate the

effects of a company that exerts a part influence upon the character of a

person.

266। ph◌⁴ரமரnhயாய:
The maxim of the black bee.

This maxim is used to indicate the nature of the truly wise men who always take

note of the merits in others just as the black bees always drink only honey and

no other kind of juice from the flowers.

267। ைப⁴ரவnhயாய:
The maxim of Bhairab.

It takes its origin from a story which runs as follows:n Once there was a

Brahmin named Bhairaba who grew very conceited on account of the honour and

respects he received at the hands of the king. The foolish Brahmin forgot his

position and quarrelled with the ministers of the king, who enraged at his

conduct, prevented his admission into the royal court, and told the king

meanwhile that the Brahmin was dead. After some time, one day when the king

went out a n hunting, the Brahmin got upon a tree and spoke to the king that he

was Bhairab and begged for an interview with the king; but the king taking him

for an evil spirit refused his prayer.

It is used to teach that no one should be too much inflated with prosperity to

forget his position and to conduct himself in an unbecoming way; for, by so

doing he would be doing himself a positive and unretrievable harm.

268। மகாnhயாய:
The maxim of the fly.

It is used to denote the fault finding spirit of ill-natured men, who may be

likened to the flies that are always in search of wounds and ulcers even on the

most beatiful body.

269। மjh?ேநாnhமjhஜநnhயாய:
The maxim of immersing and emerging.
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It takes its origin from a person, ignorant of the art of swimming, now

immersing into, and now coming on the surface of the water, when he happens to

fall into a river; and is used to denote the struggling condition in which one

finds himself when he is required by circumstances to deal with a matter over

which he has no mastery.

270। மNh³கேதாலநnhயாய:
The maxim of weighing a frog.

Just as it is very difficult to make a frog remain steady on a balance with a

view to ascertain its weight, so it is equally difficult to keep a fickle

nature steadily employed in any pursuit.

271। மNh³கphதிnhயாய:
The maxim of the frog moving by jumps.

It is used to denote the movement by fits and starts of fickle natured men like

the movement of frogs.

272। மthshயகNhடகnhயாய:
The maxim of fish and its bone.

It originates from the fact that when a fish is caught, it is caught wits its

bone, but when eating, only its flesh is retained, and bone is thrown out. It

is used to denote the policy of a truly wise man who would observe everything

in nature and would gather from it what conduces to his welfare and reject the

rest.

273। மஷphரஸேவாnhiµைக²திnhயாய:
The maxim of a she-buffalo in labour.

It is used to denote a work which is very easy of performance like the labour

of a she-buffalo which is easy and not attended with much pain.

274। மலஸலப⁴ŋhக³nhயாய:
The maxim of a female destitute of the nature and character peculiar to her.

It is used to denote the virtues of the Aryan females which consist in the

purity of their nature and character, and which being lost everything worth

possessing by them is lost.
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275। மரth³ வரmh vhயாதி: ◌⁴ nhயாய:
The maxim of sickliness being preferable to death.

It is used to denote the great love of life which is common to all beings, as

no one would like to part with this life.

276। மlhலkh³ராமnhயாய:
The maxim of the Mallagrama or a village of wrestlers.

This maxim is used to denote that unworthy persons living in the company of

worthy souls often enjoy the honour and respect paid to the latter, just as

weak men living in the same village with gigantic wrestlers are indirectly

honoured, their village being known as the village of wrestlers.

277। மthshயnhயாய:
The maxim of fish.

The maxim is used to denote the oppression which the weak have often to suffer

at the hands of the strong and the powerful, as fish, being a very weak animal,

is killed and eaten by men and other creatures.

278। மரய kh³’ஹாதாŋhக³chேச²த³mh shவீகேராதி nhயாய:
The maxim of parting with a limb is preferable to life.

This maxim is used to denote the advisability of averting a great loss by

suffering a comparatively light one, just as a man condemned to death would be

glad if the sentence be commuted to the loss of any limb.

279। iµஜாதி³ேகாth³த⁴ரணnhயாய:
The maxim of a poisoned arrow.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that a small arrow if poisoned would

have the effect of killing a man easily which may not be effected sometimes

even by good-many arrows; and is used to denote the feasibility of doing a

deed.

280। mh’க³ஸshயநnhரயநnhயாய:
The maxim of the deer and corn.

This maxim is intended to denote abstaining from doing a duty on account of any

fear, just as a cultivator may cease from sowing seeds lest the plants and corn
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should be eaten by the deer.

281। mh’தமரநnhயாய:
The maxim of slaying the slain.

This maxim is used to denote any cruel and unprofitable attempt like that of

striking a dead body.

282। mh’தshதநnhத⁴யnhயாய:
The maxim of the dead and their helpless infants.

It is used to denote a most helpless condition of a person like that of a child

that has lost its parents and has none to take its care.

283। மணிமnhthராதி³nhயாய:
The maxim of a precious stone and incantation.

It is used to denote especial efficacious properties of some things as some

precious stones and incantations possess the magical virtues of producing good

in a wonderful way.

284। மth◌⁴யதீ³பிகாnhயாய:
The maxim of a light placed at the middle of a hall.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that a light taken inside a room and

placed at the middle on some particular purpose, will make everything visible

in the room, and is used to denote something which serves various purposes at

the same time.

285। ய: கரயதிஸகேராthேயேவதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the employer and the doer.

This maxim is used to denote the responsibility of one who sets another to do a

thing to be quite equal to that of the doer himself.

286। ய:ேத ஸ ⁴ŋhkhேதஇதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the doer and the eater.

It is used to denote that he who does labour enjoys the fruit derived from it.

287। யthkh’தகmh தத³நிthயதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the destructibility of created things.

This maxim is used to denote that every created thing in the world is liable to
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destruction.

288। யthபரஶph³த³ஸஶph³தா³rhைத²தி nhயாய:
The maxim of the words and their imports.

It is used to denote that the true import or significance of a word is the

thing to indicate when the word was originally coined.

289। யphராயயேதயthrhkhதthதthrhக³வக³mhயேதஇதி nhயாய:??
The maxim of understanding follows hearing.

This maxim indicates that one’s understanding a thing depends upon the manner

in which it comes to his hearing.

290। யதா²ஸாŋhkh²யnhயாய:
The maxim of arranging in regular succession.

This maxim takes its origin from want of necessity of minding any order in

arranging or considering some things that are of equal worth, any one of them

being fit to be taken at first and then the rest arranged one after another in

regular successin; and is used to denote that things being of equal merit, the

rule of preference has no application.

291। யth³விவாஹshதth³ேகா³ததி nhயாய:
The maxim of the bridegroom being the hero of the marriage procession.

This maxim originates from the fact that in a marriage procession, the

bridegroom is the most important figure to whom all eyes are directed, and who

is the subject of talk in every mouth; and is used to denote that the principal

character in every affair is considered to be possessed of great importance.

292। யnhநிvh’thதிமதி³தி nhயாய:
The maxim of abstaining from wordly activity.

It is intended to teach that enjoyment and abstinence are opposed to each

other, there being no trait common to them.

293। யshயjhஞாநmh ph◌⁴ரமshதshையதி nhயாய:
The maxim of ignorance is illusion.

It is used to denote that the darkness of ignorance is chased away as soon as

the light of knowledge appears.
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294। யthரஸmhiµக²mh தthரஸசேபைததி nhயாய:
The maxim of the slap being proportionate to the cheek.

It is used to denote that a measure must be taken for controlling one must be

sufficiently strong in consideration of the particular case in question, just

as the slap administered to a man must be tight enough in consideration of his

physique and strenght to produce the intended effect.

295। யthரேஸாயshதthரேஸாவதி nhயாய:
The maxim of a god and his worship.

It takes its origin from the practise of making different kinds of offer to

different gods according to their nature and taste; and is used to denote that

in dealing with others it would be advisable to adopt such means as would suit

the requirements of the case in question.

296। யாவchசி²ரshதாவth³ ஶிேராvhயாதீ⁴தி nhயாய:
The maxim of the head and headache.

This maxim is used to denote the sense that there is ache only so long as there

is head.

297। யவthைதலmh தாவth³ vhயாkh²யாநதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the lamp and reading.

This maxim originates from the fact that one can go on with one’s study in the

light of a lamp so long as there is oil in the hold of the lamp to enable it to

burn and is used to denote that a person is held in honour and respect so long

as he has means to keep up his position.

298। கபி⁴யா கnhயாthயாக³nhயாய:
The maxim of daughter and louse.

It takes its origin from a daughter being turned out of doors for fear of the

lice that infested her hair; and is used to denote the folly of a coward who is

preapared rather to part with a valuable possession than to bravely meet and

successfully grapple with a difficulty or danger.

299। ேயேநாபkhரமேதேயேநாபஸnhயேதஸவkhயrhைத²தி nhயாய:
The maxim of the sense of a sentence or a speech.
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This means that a sentence or a speech is what has beggining and conclusion,

i.e. what begins to say some thing about an object and finishes completely

what is to be said abot that object.

300। ேயாkh³ேயாऽேயாkh³ேயநஸmhப³nhைத⁴தி nhயாய:
The maxim of a suitable connection.

It is used to denote that unity, between persons of equal or similar merits or

disposition, is a suitable connection.

301। ேயாஜநphராphயயŋhகாேவrhயmh மlhலப³nhத⁴நnhயாய:
The Kaveri and the Kaivarla (a fisherman.)

It takes its origin from the conduct of a man who wanted to go across the river

Kaveri, and so took with him a fisherman for the purpose, but fearing that the

man might escape, he bound the fisherman, hand and foot while the river was

yet 8 miles off; and is used to denote the foolishness on the part of one

being overcautious for the prevention of a danger, and thus making

one’s position

ஏmhப³ரshŋhkh³ேப³ப²◌़ே◌ாேரேத²த³ŋhேக³ரchஅlhlhyhஹphேபnhsh।
302। யாசிதகமNhட³நnhயாய:
The maxim of the borrowed ornaments.

This maxim is used to denote the folly on the part of a man to try to pass for

more beautiful or charming, than what he is by nature by adorning himself with

a dress and ornaments borrowed from others, as no person has any control on a

thing, which has been lent to him by another as it may be taken away by the

owner whenever he choses withiut caring for the convenience or otherwise of the

borrower.

303। ரkhதபடnhயாய:
The maxim of red cloth.

This maxim is used to denote that a female wearing red cloth is taken to be one

whose husband is alive.

304। ரjhஜுஸrhபnhயாய:
The maxim of the cord and the serpent.
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This maxim takes its origin from mistaking a cord by delusion for a serpent,

and denotes the false impression under which men are seen to labour sometimes.

305। ரத²வாத³வnhயாய:
The maxim of the carriage and the pair.

The maxim is used to denote the co-operation of the workers necessary for the

due performance of a work, just as in a carriage drawn by two horses, the

horses must work unitedly in order that the carriage may go on regurarly.

306। ரth’தி³nhயாய:
The maxim of the sunlight and the grass.

It is used to denote that a thing which is found to be of essential importance

at one time, may at another time prove to be the cause of distinction, just as

the sunlight, which is indispensably necessary for the grass to grow up, is

also the cause of the drying up of the same grass.

307। ராஜthரvhயாத⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of a prince and a fowler.

It takes its origin from a story that once upon a time an infant prince was

left in a jungle by its stepmother. The child was accidentally found by a

fowler who took it home and brought it up as his own son. Many years

afterwards, the prime minister of the king happened to meet the boy and

recognised him by his appereance to be no other than the king’s son. The

minister took the boy with him and installed him on the throne. The maxim is

used to denote that truth can never be suppressed for ever, it is sure to

establish itself in course of time.

308। ராஹுkh³ராஸnhயாய:
The maxim of the Rahugrasa or the act of being swallowed by Rahu.

This maxim is used to denote the erroneous notions that popularly act upon the

minds of men, as in the case of eclipse of the sun or the moon, it is popularly

believed that those great luminaries are swallowed for the time being by the

demon Rahu, whereas the fact is that the shadow of the earth falling on them

makes them invisible for a while.
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309। ராஜஸnhதாமஸேசதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the Rajasa and Tamasa.

The maxim denotes that both the gunas the Rajas and the Tamas are the

cause of bondage.

310। ராஜாiνக³தவிவாஹphரvh’thதph◌⁴’thயnhயாய:
The maxim of the king and the marriage procession of a servant of his.

This maxim is used to denote that due regard must be paid to the position of a

person irrespective of his caste or social standing just as even a king has to

follow his servant on the occasion of his marriage.

311। ராஸப⁴ரதிதnhயாய:
The maxim of the braying of an ass.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that an ass brays at first very

loudly, but gradually its sound sinks lower and lower, and is used to denote

that anything that makes much noise in the beginning proves, in the long run,

to be quite hollow and worthless.

312। ராஜஸுnhயphரஜnhயாய:
The maxim of the subjects without a king.

This maxim takes its origin from want of peace and happiness of the people in a

country where there is no king and is used to denote that a controlling hand is

essentially necessary for the happy and peaceful management of human affairs.

313। ேரகா²க³வயnhயாய:
The maxim of the outline of a Gayal’s image.

This maxim originates from a story that one day, an illiterate rustic living in

a village went to a forest, and enquired of an inhabitant of that forest about

a Gayal which that rustic villager never saw before. The forester thereupon

drew an outline on the ground to show the villager, what sort of animal a Gayal

was. The foolish villager was satisfied. But on another occasion of his going

into the forest when accidentally came across a Gayal he saw that the idea of

the animal given him by the forester was quite wrong.

It is used to denote that one should be careful in selecting his preceptor. An
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incompetent preceptor does more harm than good.

314। ராஜரphரேவஶnhயாய:
The maxim of a king’s entrance to the capital.

This maxim is used to denote that everything should be done in regular order as

on the occasion of a king’s entering his city, the soldiers, and the followers

follow him in proper order.

315। ேராகி³nhயாய:
The maxim of the patient.

This maxim is used to denote that under the influence of evil propensities a

man loses the power of judging what is right and what is wrong, just as a

patient labouring under diseases for a long time becomes very careless about

the regulation of his diet.

316। லŋhக³லஜவநதி nhயாய:
The maxim of plough as a means of livelihood.

It is used to show that to live by ploughing the land with one’s own hand,

(i.e. by cultivation), is attended with great hardship.

317। லதாvh’nhயாய:
The maxim of trees and creepers.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that no creeper can stand or grow

without the help of a tree; and is used to denote that a female can neither

live nor make any progress in life without assistance of her husband or any

other male guardian.

318। ேலாஹmhப³கnhயாய:
The maxim of iron and magnet.

It is used to denote a very close affinity between two things, by virtue of

which they are instinctively attracted towards each other though at a distance,

just as iron is attracted by magnet.

319। ேலாஹாkh³நிnhயாய:
The maxim of iron and fire.

This maxim is used to denote that the best use of an opportunity ought to be
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made no sooner than it presents itself, as one desirous of making things of

iron must do so by striking it hard so long as it is hot by being put into

fire.

320। வடயnhயாய:
The maxim of a fig-tree and a ghost.

This maxim has its application in cases in which something is done without

proper exercise of care and judgement just as men feel afraid in passing by a

huge fig-tree, specially alone and at night, as it is popularly beleived,

without any rhyme or reason, that an evil spirit dwells in that tree.

321। வth◌⁴யகா⁴தகnhயாய:
The maxim of the killer and the killed.

This maxim is used to denote the absence of a controlling agency in a place

where there is plenty of things requiring control, as abundance of serpents in

a place indicates that there is no one to kill the snakes.

322। வநvhயாkh◌⁴ரnhயாய:
The maxim of a forest and the tiger.

This maxim is used in place in which mutual help is intended to be meant, just

as a forest is preserved by a tiger, and the tiger by that forest. If there be

no tiger in the forest the herbivorous animals come there in a large number

whenever they choose and the plants and creepers etc., are eaten away by them

and thus the forest is destroyed in a short while, on the other hand, if there

be no forest it becomes difficult for a tiger to find out a place to live in.

323। வநி⁴மnhயாய:

The maxim of the invariable concomitance of fire and smoke: (wherever there is

smoke there is fire).

It is used to denote such invariable concomitance between two persons or

things; (e.g. where there is A, there is B; where there is not B, there is

not A.)

324। வரக⁴டாயகnhயாவரணதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the bridegroom and the bride.
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A man takes a woman for his wife with a view to make the life as enjoyable as

possible and not for the purpose of bringing about his own destruction. The

maxim is therefore used to indicate that whatever a man does he does for his

own happiness and comfort.

325। வரேகா³Shnhயாய:
The maxim of the union of the bride and bridegroom.

The marriage between a man and a woman, holding the same kind of opinion in

every concern of life, always turns out to be a happy one.

326। வாமnh³ராnhயாய:
The maxim of the stable.

This maxim is used to denote that every object has a peculiar name given to it,

so that it cannot be interchanged with anything else without causing a great

confusion; just as the name ’stable’ is applied to the shed intended for the

horses and not the cows or any other animals to live in.

327। வாதாதி³nhயாய:
The maxim of the wind and other humours of the body.

This maxim is used to denote that as wind, bile, and phlegm, the three humours

of the body, though quite different from one another by nature, prove to be the

source of sound health when they are harmoniously combined, so acts of very

great importance may be well performed by persons of different nature and

disposition if they act in concert.

328। வாப⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of the living on air.

When one is said to be living on air, it denotes that he does not eat anything

else.

It is applied to those cases in which one is exlusively devoted to one thing

only.

329। வாைஶthெயௗShNhயnhயாய:
The maxim of hot and cold air.

This maxim is used to denote that merits and demerits are often the results of
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company, just as wind itself neither hot nor cold, becomes so coming in contact

with fire and water respectively.

330। வஸுைத⁴வmhப³கதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the universal family.

This maxim is used to signify that to a truly noble-minded man the distinction

between a thing being one’s own or not dissapears altogether. One who is

possessed of really noble mind, is far above that narrowness which induces one

to make a distinction between what belongs to him and what belongs to another.

331। பா³லாkh³ரஶதபா⁴ேகா³பிnhயாய:
The maxim of splitting hair into hundred parts.

This maxim is used to denote a very small portion of a thing.

332। விேத⁴யmhshயேதவshthவிதி nhயாய:??
The maxim of necessity being the mother of praise.

This maxim is used to denote that a thing necessary is always cconsidered

valuable, and is also highly thought of.

333। விபதmhப³ல?அலதி nhயாய:
The maxim of contrary assertion.

This maxim originates from the assertions made of a weak one being strong, or

an incompetent one being competent, and so on. Such remarks are made either in

rony or out of partiality.

334। விஶிShடைவஶிShThயnhயாய:
The maxim of a special distinction.

Without the help of a qualifying thing, the true excellence of an object cannot

be made known. It is the knowledge of distinguishing features of an end or aim,

that makes one’s mind fixed at it.

335। விஷvh’ோபதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the poison-tree.

This maxim is used to denote that a thing, though hurtful and mischievous, does

not deserve to be destroyed by the very person who has reared it, just as a

poison-tree ought not to be cut down by the planter himself.
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336। விஷாmh’thதி nhயாய:
The maxim of deadly poison.

It is used to denote that an evil always produces a disastrous effect, just as

poison causes death.

337। விஷப⁴நnhயாய:
The maxim of drinking poison.

This maxim is used to denote a suicidal course, just as one causes suicide by

drinking poison.

338। வீசீதரŋhக³nhயாய:
The maxim of a wave urging forward a wave.

In the ocean one wave propels another till the first and all others in

succession reach the shore. So this maxim is used to denote successive

operations, as in the case of the production of sound.

339। vh’phரகmhபநnhயாய:
The maxim of a tree being shaken.

Just as when a tree is shaken, its branches and other parts are shaken too; so

this maxim is used to denote that whatever affects the whole affects the parts

also.

340। vh’th³த⁴மாவாkhயnhயாய:
The maxim of the old virgin’s boon.

This maxim is used to denote asking such a boon as will cover all that one

wishes to have. The Mahabhasya says that an old virgin, when asked by Indra to

choose a boon, said:n putra me bahuksaraghrtamodanam kancanapatryam bhunjaran.

This one boon, if granted, would give her a husband, progeny, abundance of

corr, cattle, gold, etc.

341। vh’th³தி⁴Shடவேதா லதி nhயாய:
The maxim of Sacrifice n the root of prosperity.

This maxim denotes that one who performs sacrifices is sure to prosper in life,

because the gods, the givers of the rewards of Karma (rituals) being

propitiated by sacrifices, good fortune must attend him who performs those
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sacrifices.

342। vh’சிகாக³rhப⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of Scorpion enceinte.

The maxim is used to denote ingratitude on the part of those that do harm to

the persons to whom they are indebted for their very life, just as the young

ones of scorpions come out by tearing up the womb and thus causing death of the

mother.

343। ேவNhயாகாஶnhயாய:
The maxim of the tuft of hair reaching the sky.

It is used to denote the extraordinary tallness of a woman, so that the tuft of

hair on the head seems to be in touch withthe sky.

344। விஷkhThe maxim of the worms bred in poison.

It is used to denote a state of things which, though fatal to others, is not so

to those who being bred in it, are inured or naturalized to it, like poison

which, though fatal to others is not so to the worms bred in it.

345। vhயஜகாvhயாŋhக³யப⁴வnhயாய:
The maxim of the indicator and the indicated.

It is used to signify the thing which is manifested as well as that by which it

is manifested

346। vhயாkh◌⁴ரரnhயாய:
The maxim of the tigress’s milk.

It is used to denote the extreme difficulty of attainment of a thing, though it

may be useful, like the milk of a tigress which, if preserved in a golden cup

or vessel, becomes very efficacious, though it is very difficult to gather or

obtain it.

347। vhயாபகvhயாvh’thயா vhயாphயvhயாvh’thதிதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the genus and the species.

It is used to denote that exlusion or inclusion of the genus means the

exlusion or inclusion of the species as well.

348। vhரணmhஸேஸாஸரnhரkh³ரஹணnhயாய:??
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The maxim of the boil and the surgeon’s knife.

This maxim originates from the fact the ulceration caused by surgical

operations, is oftentimes healed by the same surgical operation again; and is

used to denote that sometimes it so happens that an injury caused by a thing,

is made up again by that very thing.

349। vhபீ³ஜnhயாய:
The maxim of the paddynseed.

This maxim denotes that so long as a single seed of a thing is left, there is

every chance of its propagation; just as from one single seed of paddy, all the

granaries in the land may be expected to be filled in course of time.

350। அவிவாஹnhயாய:
The maxim of widow marriage.

This maxim is used to denote an impossible and ludicrous attempt; as,

acccording to the scriptures of the Hindus a woman can marry only once. The

taking of a second husband is quite opposed to the Shastric injunctions of the

Hindus, and is therefore quite impossible on the part of a Hindu lady.

351। ஶkhதிஸஹகநதி nhயாய:
The maxim of an object and its atributes.

This maxim is used to denote that the attributes of an object are inseparably

connected with the object itself, where there is one the other must be there

too.

352। ஶதபthரபthரஶதேப⁴த³nhயாய:
The maxim of piercing through the leaves of a lotus.

This maxim is used to denote an easy and short process of doing a thing, just

as hundreds of petals of a lotus being taken together, may be easily strung

together at once by means of a needle, whereas to string them one by one would

take much time and be a tedious process.

353। ஶேதபசாஶth nhயாய:
The maxim of fifty out of a hundred.

When fifty out of a total of hundred has been spent, it shows half the part has
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already been spent up.

354। ஶேவாth³வrhதநnhயாய:
The maxim of turning sides of the dead.

This maxim is used to denote an impossibility, as turning round from one side

to the other on the part of a dead body is quite impossible.

355। ஶாகா²சnhth³ரnhயாய:
The maxim of the bough and the moon.

As the moon, though considerably distant from the bough of a tree, is spoken of

as the moon on the bough, because she appears to be near it, so this maxim is

used when the position of an object, though at a very great distance, is fixed

by that of another object to which it appears to be contiguous.

356। ஶph³த³யாகாŋhஶph³ேத³ைநவphரrhயேத இதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the words and their complements.

It denotes that the complements necessary to complete an idea suggested by a

word are also themselves words.

357। ஶாஸmh’th³ெதௗ⁴ ேகாth³ரவஶாநthயாக³nhயாய:
The maxim of fine rice and coarse rice.

It is used to denote that a coarse thing is not used so long as good thing is

available, as, nobody likes to use coarse rice so long as fine rice is

procurable.

358। ஶிேராேவShடேநந காshபrhஶnhயாய:
The maxim of touching the nose in binding a piece of cloth round the head.

This maxim is used to denote any uncalled for and quite irrelevant thing; just

as touching the nose and binding a piece of cloth round the head are quite

unconnected and have no relation to each other.

359। ஶிShயshவாதnhthrhயnhயாய:
The maxim of an independent disciple.

A disciple can make no advance in spiritual life, should he differ from his

spiritual guide (Gurudeva in judgment and conduct). So this maxim is used to

teach the duty of a disciple.
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360। ஶூrhபnhயாய:
The maxim of winnowing fan.

This maxim is used to denote the power of appreciating the merits, or of

keeping the kernel and rejecting the husk, just as it is done by a winnowing

fan which preserves only the corn and throws away the chaff.

361। ைஶஶnhயாய:
The maxim of an actress on the stage.

In a theatre the self-same actress makes her appereance on the stage in

different sorts of dress and guise on different occasions, but none of these

has any concern with her real form, so this maxim is used to denote the

delusiveness of the world.

362। யாலஶுநகnhயாய:
The maxim of a dog, the wife’s brother.

It takes its origin from a story that a man called his dog to be his brother

in-law (wife’s brother), and called it names often times only with a view to

try the patience of his wife, who would fly into rage at this conduct of the

husband; and it is used to denote an unbecoming conduct of a person towards

anyone among his friends and relatives.

363। வchெசௗ²nhநாமநnhயாய:

The maxim of a dog’s tail

This maxim is used to denote inflexibility of nature just as the tail of a dog,

which is naturally crooked, can never be made straight, however hard one may

try for the purpose.

364। ெஶௗrhயநthயnhயாய:
The maxim of a Kshatriya without prowess.

This maxim is used to denote fallen condition, as a Kshatriya i.e., one

belonging to the warrior class, without bravery, is considered to be a disgrace

of his race.

365। shவsh’நிrhக³chேசா²khதி nhயாய:
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The maxim of Mother-in-law, go out

No lady has any right to turn her mother-in-law out of doors, as the

mother-in-law has the same right to occupy the house as she has; so this maxim

is used to denote improper exercise of one’s power.

366। shவகrhதvhயமக⁴rhவிதி nhயாய:
The maxim of ?Do to-day what you have to do to-morrow᳚.

This maxim is used to denote that it is proper to make use of the earliest

possible opportunity to perform one’s duties.

367। ஷTh³த³rhஶநnhயாய:
The maxim of the six schools of philosophy.

It is used to mean that the atheistic schools of philosophy being six, the

teistic or the Vaidic philosophies are also regarded as being divided into six

schools, while in fact the philosophies are of seven schools according to the

seven planes of j nAna or knowledge.

368। ஸŋhகரபிth’nhயாய:
The maxim of the intermixed parents.

This maxim is used to denote an impossible exception. The wishes of the issues

of the intermixed parents of presenting libations of water to the names of the

deceased ancestors, cannot be realised, as their offerings are not acceptable

to Aryama and other pitars.

369। ஸchசி²th³ரக⁴டmhnhயாய:
The maxim of a water-vessel with holes in it.

A water-vessel, even if filled to the brim, becomes soon emptied of all water,

if ther be holes in it. So the maxim is used to denote utter fruitlesness of

efforts on the part of an instructor to help a pupil who is naturally

defective, to grow in knowledge and character.

370। ஸnhதி³kh³த⁴phரேயாஜநசவிசாரமrhஹததி nhயாய:
The maxim of necessity and judgment.

This maxim denotes that a necessity, if suspected to be of doubtful utility or

importance, should not be done at once, without considering it very carefully
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and minutely in all its bearings.

371। ஸiµth³ரvh’Shnhயாய:
The maxim of the sea and rain.

This maxim is used to denote supply of a thing to one who is in the least need

of it just as rain is quite unnecessary in the sea where there is no want of

water.

C.f.The English proverb n ᳚To carry coal to New Castle.᳚

372। ஸrhவவாkhயாmhஸவதா⁴ரநாmhnhயாய:
The maxim of a sentence and the assertion it makes.

This maxim denotes that what a sentence asserts must necessarily be so.

373। ஸrhவவிேஶஷணmhஶவதா⁴ரணதி nhயாய:
The maxim of the adjectives and their significations.

This maxim means that all adjectives express the qualities of the nouns they

modify. It is used to denote that nature and character of a great person may be

understood from those of his attendants and followers.

374। ஸrhவஸkh³வphரthயயnhயாய:
The maxim of the things and their aim.

As the Vedas have different branches but they all aim at the great one, so the

variety of things in creation have one and the same aim.

375। ஸmhphரதா³யகலஹnhயாய:

The maxim of the different systems of religious teaching and their

discordance.

Different systems of religious teaching quarell among themselves as regards the

details of their doctrine, but in reality they all inculcate the worship of the

One Being. So this maxim is used to denote the futility of such differences.

376। ஸாாthphரkh’தவிதி nhயாய:
The maxim of universal union in Nature.

As an earthen vessel is finally reduced to earth of which it is made, so

everything in the universe will at last be dissolved into the Great First cause
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from which they emanated.

377। ஸா⁴ைமthnhயாய:
The maxim of friendship of the good and the honest.

This maxim is used to denote that friendship with persons that are good and

honest is permanent in nature and grows in strenght and intensity with the

increase of years.

378। ஸாவகாஶநிரவகாஶnhயாய:
The maxim of applicability and non-aplicability.

This maxim denotes that applicability is always more powerful than its

reverse.

379। ஸஹŋhகாரjhஞாநnhயாய:
The maxim of the wise who is proud.

The maxim originates from the fact that if a person possessed of wisdom be also

proud, his wisdom proves ineffectual, as it thus loses its worth and utility.

The maxim is therefore used to determine the course that is proper and

advisable.

380। mhஹmh’க³nhயாய:
The maxim of the lion and the deer.

The maxim originates from the fact that there is natural enmity between the

lion and the deer as the former lives upon the flesh of the latter, and is used

to denote the feeling of enmity that naturally exists between the two, one of

whom is stronger than and is always bent upon doing harm to the other.

381। mhஹேமஷnhயாய:
The maxim of the lion and the sheep.

The maxim has its origin in the fact that a young lion once strayed into a

village and mixed with a flock of lambs. It lived ther for some days, and then

when it was able to make sound peculiar to its own race or class, it did not

perceive it in its proper element. Afterwards a lion from the forest came there

and taught it what it was, whereupon it left the flock of the lambs and went to

the forest to join the company of lions there. The maxim denotes that under the
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circumstances, one may for the time being in a position not to realise one’s

true worth but at last when under instruction his eyes are opened he behaves in

a manner true to his self and nature.

382। mhஹாவேலாகநnhயாய:
The maxim of the lion’s glance.

A lion is very grave by nature, casts his glance towards the front, and does

not see sideways through fickleness.

383। ஸrhவஜநநlhயயvhயயnhயாய:
The maxim of equal receipts and disbursements.

It denotes that one, whose expenditure equals his income, can make no savings

in his life.

384। ஸுதஜநிmh’திnhயாய:
The maxim of the birth of a son and death of a son.

The maxim originates from a story that a person got a son by propitiating a

certain god, and then again he worshipped and propitiated a different god for

another son. The result was that when the second son was born, the first one

breathed his last. It is intended therefore to teach that one should devote

himself to the worship of one and the same god or, oneness of aim and purpose

is indispensably necessary for success in life.

385। ஸுப⁴க³பி⁴ுகnhயாய:
The maxim of an unlucky husband and a lucky wife.

If a poor man can marry a wife who is a favourite of Fortune, he is also sure

to enjoy fortune’s smile in course of time. The maxim therefore denotes that a

woman plays an important part in the fortune of a man to make him prosperous in

life.

386। ஸுnhேதா³பஸுnhத³nhயாய:
The maxim of Sunda and Upasunda.

The maxim originates from a Pauranic story that two daityas or demon

brothers of the names of Sunda and Upasunda became enamoured of one and the

same woman, and the outcome was that they quarrelled among themselves for the
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damsel, and at last met with their death by fighting with each other, and it

denotes that rivalry on accont of woman often proves to be cause of total

destruction.

387। ஸூசிகடாஹnhயாய:
The maxim of the needle and the kettle.

It is used to denote that when two things one easy and the other difficult are

required to be done, the easier should be first attended to, as when a smith is

required to make a needle and a kettle, he should first take in hand the needle

as it is comparatively easier.

388। ஸுthரஶாகாnhயாய:
The maxim of thread and cloth.

The maxim takes its origin from the word ᳚cloth ᳚ being used even when it is not
in existence, the threads only being put in order for the purpose of making it,

and denotes that a thing is freely talked of as an accomplished fact even when

materials only are gathered and all other perparations are made for making that

thing.

389। ஸூrhேயாத³யாshதnhயாய:
The maxim of sunrise and sunset.

The maxim takes its origin from the erroneous notion regarding the motion of

the sun who has, broadly speaking, no motion, but still erroneously beleived by

people to be rising in the east and setting down in the west, and is used to

denote various sorts of erroneous notions that the human nature is subject to.

390। ேஸாபாநாேராஹணnhயாய:
The maxim of going upstairs.

It is used to denote that one must perform his duties, gradually, just as one

going upstairs must proceed by passing the steps one after another.

391। ேஸாபாநாவேராஹணnhயாய:
The maxim of coming downstairs.

Just as one coming down from the first floor or the second floor must have to

pass the steps in gradual succession, or there is every chance of suffering a
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fall and breking his limbs, so in retracing one’s course in the performance of

a work, he should proceed very cautiously, or his whole previous labour may

come to nothing.

392। shத²லலகnhயாய:
The maxim of the cooking pot and boiled rice.

In a cooking pot all the grains being equally moistened by the hot water, when

one grain is found to be well cooked, the same may be inferred with regard to

other grains. So the maxim is used when the condition of the whole class is

inferred from that of a part.

393। shதா²வரஜŋhக³மவிஷnhயாய:
The maxim of poison n movable and immovable.

Poison, obtained whether from any thing or any animal, may in all cases prove

fatal. Similarly an evil, be it done by a friend or a foe, always produces an

injurious effect.

394। sh²நிக²நநnhயாய:
The maxim of digging or fixing in the post.

As a stake or post to be firmly fixed in the ground is again and again moved

and thrust inward, so this maxim is used when one (say a disputant) adds

several corroborative illustrations, arguments etc. to be streghten and confirm

still more his position already strong.

395। sh²லாnhத⁴தீnhயாய:
The maxim of a huge thing and a tiny thing (like the star Arundhati).

This maxim takes its origin from the custom of showing the star Arundhati to

the bride and the bridegroom at the close of the marriage ceremony. At that

time attention of both is first drawn to the moon, and from the moon to a big

star close by, and thus gradually to Arundhati, which is very tiny star. It

is used in cases when with a view to bring a very small thing to one’s notice,

his attention is first drawn to a big and conspicious object near by and then

gradually to the thing in question.

396। shப²கெலௗthயnhயாய:
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The maxim of the crystal and the red flower called japa.

This maxim is used to denote the property of a purely transparent object to

reflect the colour of a thing presented before it, just as a crystal which is

naturally white, looks red, when a red flower called japa, is placed before

it, and the flower being removed, the crystal assumes its own white colour

again.

397। shவகரசnhயாய:
The maxim of a female’s pressing her breast.

This maxim is used to denote the fruitlessness of attempts on the part of a

seeker of knowledge to acquire it only through his own exertion without any

help from a teacher, just as the attempt of a young woman to enjoy pleasure by

rubbing her own breast proves quite fruitless.

398। shவphநமnhthரலாப⁴nhயாய:
The maxim of getting a mantra in dream.

This maxim takes its origin from the fact that a mantra in order that it may

secure success to a worshipper must be obtained not in a dream but from a

guru or a preceptor, who has himself attained success, and is used to denote

that to be able to attain success in any undertaking one must submit himself to

the guidance of an experienced teacher.

399। shவphநvhயாkh◌⁴ரnhயாய:
The maxim of the tiger dreamt in a dream.

This maxim is used to indicate the unsubstantial and worthless nature of an

imaginary dread just as the fear of the tiger dreamt in sleep is quite

worthless.

400। shவபா⁴ேவா ³ரதிkhரேமாnhயாய:
The maxim of Nature is unchangeable.

This maxim is used to denote that one’s own nature is not changed.

401। shவாph◌⁴’thயnhயாய:
The maxim of the master and the servant.

This maxim is used to denote the unchangeableness of the relation subsisting
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between the two persons and the necessity of the discharge of duties attached

to the positions of those persons respectively, just as it is with regard to

the master and the servant.

402। shவாŋhக³mh shவvhயவதா⁴யகmh ந ப⁴வதி nhயாய:
The maxim of a person and his limbs.

Just as a person knows fully well the condition of his different limbs, so the

head of a family or a corporate body is expected to know the merits and

demerits of all under his protection or guidance.

403। shவபஹாநிகrhth’thவth?வkhrhலŋhக³ரதŋhக³ைததி nhயாய:
The maxim of the one who fouls one’s own nest.

This maxim is used to denote that he who fouls his own nest is a disgrace of

the family he belongs to.

404। ஹshதாமலகnhயாய:
The maxim of the amalak (a fruit of the Emblis amaroblams) on the palm of the hand.

This maxim is used to denote the facility of studying a thing most familiarly

over which one has full control just as an amalak fruit on the palm of the

hand maty be easily and fully known in all its various particulars.

405। ஹshதித²பதிnhயாய:
The maxim of the leader of a herd of elephants.

The maxim is used to denote that a popular leader must have courage, strenght

and discretion enough to guide, help, and protect his followers, just as a

leader of the herd of elephants.

406। ’த³நkhரnhயாய:
The maxim of the lake and the crocodile.

This maxim originates from an idea, that if any one live in a lake and quarrel

with the crocodile in possession of that lake, he is sure to get the worst of

it, and is used to denote that it is unwise and injurious, on the part of a

person to serve a master and at the same time to find fault with his principles

etc.

Source http://kiev.philosophy.ru/library/asiatica/indica/nyayatml
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